
view is that numerous contacts in a variety of ways is n better approach for the public than
attempting to present the "whole story" in one or two sessions. (We made the mistake of
trying to educate parents about the "new math" by telling them all there was to kncvl about
principles, bases, etc. They choked on the rapid-fire feeding of information. iva effort is
being made not to repeat the error.)

Included in the pamphlet, in addition to general statements about a multiple approach
to community education, are some specific exftmples of how it might be carried out. One pos-
sibility outlihed is a parents' night. In general, there is a brief historical look at
metric, why the changeover to metric, an audiovisual presentation of the necessary notions
of metric and where one might find them in use, a discussion of what adults will need to
know as they go to the supermarket. (Shopping can be done if one realizes 1 kg is about 2
pounds. Except for meat, most purchases are made by looking at relative sizes of containers
rather than the specific capacity or mass. Produce can be weighed, the scale read, and the
price computed without "knowing" metric. Comparison of prices will be easier in the decimal
form. If one knows that the price is divided by the measure, then this act can be performed
without complete knowledge of the metric system or any other system for that matter. (This

writer would not be satisfied if the knowledge of adults were as limited as suggested here.
The point is that adults can be operative and that their "whole world" does not have to
change immediately. Certainly, one would desire the adult community to have a much greater
understanding of the measurement system.)

A refreshment period is recommended with suggestions for decorations that are metric
in nature. This inclu,des placemats, cups, cookies, etc. The final phase of the parent
night is an open house in the mathematics area where once again several Suggestions for
activities and organization are presented.

Other metric events are described such as a metric fair, metric olympics, and a
community metric day.

The other major section of the pamphlet centers about the media and communication to
parents. Outlined are ways to present a monthly (or more often if possible) newsletter
which would describe current student activity, some important metric notion, and a parent
activity. Alternatives to a school newsletter is the local newspaper where, depending on
local conditions, student and teacher articles can appear. If a regular column appears in
the newspaper, a broader coverage is gained for metric. Finally, suggestions appear for
encouraging the local radio and TV stations to promote metric with the guidance of mathe-
matics educators.

Members of NCTM and its affiliates have produced some programs which are worth men-
tioning. Through an NCTM teacher-center grant the Montana Council purchased and outfitted
a highway travel trailer. This trailer is manned by Montana members and they put on dis-
plays and workshops throughout their state. In Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, a locally
produced handbook on teaching metric is in use. This booklet is of extremely high quality
and is an asset to their endeavor. The Alberta Council has a "metric trunk" which they send
to districts on request. Contained are materials and an inservice program so local people
can produce workshops. The :achigan Council has several such trunks but provide the man-
power to travel about the state giving workshops.

The Michigan Council's trunks consist of a Metric Vorkshop Kit which are inexpensive
models and instruments and a monograph to assist teachers in learning the metric system.
The monograph contains activity cards for use by elementary children. Three metric trunks
have been prepared for utilization in metric workshops.

A workshop is designed to fit the specific needs of a particular district. It can
vary from a 1 1/2 hour presentation to provide awareness of the metric system and an
introduction of the monograph to a full day inservice session that would provide elemen-
tary teachers an opportunity to explore the metric system more thoroughly.

An important aspect of this workshop is that the knowledge and materials can be
adapted for immediate and inexpensive use in an elementary classroom. The materials in
each trunk inservice 24-36 teachers and would cost about $120 if a district wished to pur-
chase similar materials for use by their teachers. Any school system will be able to
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immediately use all linear activity cards and almont all area activity cards without any
commercially-purchased equipment.

Conclusion

The focus is supposed to be "successful experiences in teaching metric." While this
discussion did not deal with in-class'experiences with children, there will no doubt be
some at this conference. Due to my current involvement, the major focus has been on
teacher inservice education. It is at this point that successful classroom experiences
begin.. No exemplar lessons or booklets produced will insure appropriate classroom activity.
The major requirements are that teachers feel comfortable with the metric system, that they
have the broad view of measurement and how metric fits into the picture, and that teachers
understand their role in the overall effort to make America metric. It is to this end that
this writer's effort has been made. Successful experiences for and with teachers provide a
high probability of successful experiences for children.

3 9
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EXPERIENCES IN TEACHING THE METRIC SYSTEM TN SCIENCE CLASSES

Barbara Logan
University a Delaware

131 Prestbury Circle, Apt. H
Newark, Delaware 19713

We are continually reminded that the teaching of the past decade has not been
appropriate for the world we live in and that it will be less suitable for the future. In

the area of science education we have seen sweeping curriculum reform and our presence here
today indicates that we are aware of the coming reform in the area of measurement.

Others in this conference have touched upon the need to prepare for metric, opportuni-
ties for funding, the use of media in teaching metric and the like. I would like to share
some activities used in teaching the metric system in science classes that I and others
have found successful.

In working with science teachers in workshop settings for the past four years, I have
encouraged them to adopt five rules in teaching the metric system.

RULE 1

Your primary effort should be devoted to helping students to THINK METRIC.

Thinking metric means visualizing relative size in metric units, co the tQacher's
primary responsibility is to provide the learner direct, purposeful experiences with the
units of the metric system.

In 1968, a study conducted in Nevada showed that science teachers taught the metric
system chiefly through discussion and lecture techniques.1 In all the literature on metric
instruction pouring off the press in the past five years the consensus seems to be that
active measuring on the part of the students is vital to establishing the concept of the
metric units. This brings us to -

RULE 2

Use the guess and measure technique or in more acceptable terminology: Design dual
activities of estimation and verification.

This activity should call upon the student to estimate a measurement then to check his
estimate by measuring. If you are asked to estimate the height of a room in meters, you
may make a preliminary estimation of 10 feet. Then you may reason that this is a little
more than 3 yards and finally report the height of the room as "about 3 meters." This is
NOT the way to teach today's students to estimate. We want to give them experiences
leading to instinctive estimation in metric units. And so

RULE 3

Avoid conversion back and forth between metric and U.S. customary units.

For many years our foreign language teachers have taught students to be hi-lingual:
there is no reason why they can't learn to operate dual measurement. For sometime there
will be a need to have knowledge of both systems. However, the attempt to interweave the
two systems by tedious study and complicated conversion factors is discouraging and sense-
less.

RULE 4

Be consistent! Use metric units in all everyday situations not just when you're
studying a unit on metric measures.

Physics teachers, who have traditionally touched on the metric system, and then, have
ignored it to teach acceleration due to gravity as 32 feet per second squared and air pres-
sure at sea level as 15 pounds per square inch will have to make some adjustments. It
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won't do for che rest of us to announce: "Today, we're going to have a test on the metric
system so everyone it at least 6 feet from your neighbor."2

We can subtly attune our students
instead of the usual 1 in., or we
28 cm rather than 8-1/2 by 11 in.
statistics of organisms in metric

RULE 5

to metric by requiring 2 cm margins on reports submitted
can begin to specify paper size as approximately 22 by
In biology and health classes, we can designate vital

units.

G3.ve them what they need when .they need it!

_Science teachers have tolerated the need to spend time teaching the metric system
because of the poor background of their students in this area. For many student:, measure-
ment has been nothing more than memorizing tables, equivalencies, and key formulas which
they apply with no conceptual knowledge of how they function.

No student should be subjected to the entire metric system at once, but at whatever
grade level you teach, some concept of measurement should be taught and the students should
learn that concept in metric units.

Without a doubt, the student enterinv
high school levels, six to ten years from
skills than they are today. In the mear
will reinforce and in many cases establi
use this tool efficiently.

These activities should guide the learner
measuring experiences. Rather than presenting
rize, let him derive what he believes *:o be an
things similar in nature.

Ice classes at the junior high and senior
,.11 be better prepared in metric measurement

iance teachers must design activities that
zoncepts so that the student will be able to

to abstract generalizations from actual
a host of formulas for the student to memo-
adequate rule after he has measured several

Through the activity th.: teacher "secs the stage" and then directs pupils in the
exploration of new ideas, performing experiments and stating generalizations.

Let us consider a few activities that have been successful for others, bearing in mind
that grade level is not as important as the level of sophistication the student shows in the
areas of metric measurement. When considering activities for students in the upper grades
(junior and senior high school) we must remember that for the most part they have had little
exposure to metric or at best a negative experience with it. They need experiences which
are non-threatening and at which they can be successful.

In the areas of linear measurement, pr..71ary learners (whether age 6, 16, 26 or 60) must
be led through a series of activities in .:-)Ivtr.L., non-standardized units (ribbons, string,
etc.) to the discovery of the need for some standardized unit. Once they have learned the
terms meter and centimeter various projects may be used to reinforce the concept of the
units and the skill in using the tools. Skill in using the tool includes selecting the
proper tool for the task at hand, e.g., using a meterstick or trundle wheel to measure the
length of the hallway instead of using a 30 cm rule.

ACTIVITY 1

HEIGHT CHART

Middle school science programs usually include a section on the hUman body growth and
development. A class project might include measuring everyone's height in centimeters or
meters. Students who are more than 100 centimeters tall will allow the opportunity of
recording height as decimal parts of meters, e.g., Jane: 1.51 m. If this activity is done
in the fall and a class record is kept, it can be repeated several times during the year to
compare growth rates.
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ACTIVITY 2

BODY FACTS

Students may be grouped into pairs to measure body parts. Charts depicting arm length,

head size, etc., can be constructed or graphs showing the relationship of height and arm
length or age and head size might prove interesting.

In the upper grades or high school individual charts can.be prepared (Fig. 1).3 Notice

the column ESTIMATE. The student is asked to estimate each measurement before verifying it.
He may begin to associate various estimated lengths with body parts.

Body Facts: How Well Do You Know Yourself?

Materials: meterstick, metric tape measure.

Directions: Find the following body measurements in centimeters. (Make an estimate

first, then check your estimation.)

1. Your height

2. The length of your foot

3. The width of your finger

4. The width of your hand

5. The distance around your waist

6. The distance around your wrist

7. The distance around your neck

8. The distance around your chest

9. Your head size

Measurement of pet.

Estimate Actual

FIGURE 1

ACTIVITY 3

PET MEASUREMENTS

Measuring their pets, (height of dog and cat or length of pet snake) can add interest
to additional experiences in measurement for elementary science students. Secondary science

students should be required to keep records of laboratory animals (mice, guinea pigs,
rabbits, frogs, snakes, gerbils) including length, height, weight, food intake, etc., in

metric units.

4 2
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ACTIVITY 4

PLANT MEASUREMENTS

At the upper elementary level extensive practice in using the measuring instruments
and recording the data is needed. Plant studies provide opportunities for measuring roots,
leaves, shoots, amount of water given. Records of this data can then be used for graphing
experiences. Simple testing devices can then he prepared to check progress (Fig. 2).'

ACTIVITY 5

LEAF COLLECTIONS AND METRIC

In the fall it is easy to collect a variety of leaves and use these in science classes
for hundreds of activities. When pupils collect leaves have them "fix" them by covering
them with clear contact paper to keep them from wilting or drying out too quickly.

In addition to the classification activities that can be conducted relative to color,
veining, edges, and source, we can also ask the student to classify by size. Because it is
difficult to judge which leaf is "largest" due to variations in length and width, an area
study can be introduced. (Fig. 3).5

Materials needed: 5 leaves, differing -E.n size or shape

Directions: Label or name the leaves. Estimate how many square centimeters in each
leaf. Make a table to record your guesses and measures:

Leaf Estimate Measure

a

b
c

d
e

cm 2

cm 2

cal2
cm 2

cm 2 cm 2

cm 2 cm 2

2 cm 2-cm

Now measure the leaves. You may wish to use centimeter grids or paper.
Complete the table. Make a display for the class to show the area of
each leaf.

FIGURE 3

To determine the area of the leaf:

1. Pupils place leaf on square centimeter graph paper and trace its outline.
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2. Estimate the number of blocks it covers.

3. Count the approximate number of squares.

4. Repeat this activity with a leaf that the pupil estimates to.be about
the same size.

If this activity is repeated by using objects with regular sides, the students can be
led to discover the formula of length x width to determine the area of a regular surface.
Increasingly more difficult (abstract) problems can be designed by asking the students to
solve problems involving carpeting or tiling of floors, making floor plans, reading blue-
prints, planning gardens, etc.

Perimeter studies can also be done by covering the outline of the leaf with a piece of
string and then measuring the length of the string used to determine the perimeter of the
leaf.

ACTIVITY 6

SCAVENGER HUNT

A fun culminating activity for the study of linear measurement involves a Scavenger
Hunt. In one method of conducting this activity, the teacher measures a number of objects
in the room or within a designated area and records these measurements on a checklist for
the students or on three by five cards. Measurements must be recorded in the proper units
and it should be indicated if they are other than a length or width. For example, if you
measure the circumference of a door knob, it should be indicated that thi-, measurement is
a circumference.

The students, equipped with meterstick, metric rule and string or metric measuring
tape, are asked to find the object measured within the designated area. If they locate an
object that measures the same as indicated on the card or checklist, but is not the actual
object keyed, they are given credit after proving that the object they found does inaeed
measure the same. It is good to have an award for the individual or team that finds ail
the items.

Variations on procedure can include additional practice for the students. Divide the
class into groups or teams. Assign the teams to various areas to do the initial measuring
and preparation of scavenger hunt cards. Teams would then exchange cards and try to iden-
tify the objects keyed by the other teams.

ACTIVITY 7

HOPSCOTCH: A CRUTCH

Students will need much practice in converting from one unit to another within the
metric system, from meters to centimeters, etc. In problem situations where students have
difficulty in correct placement of the decimal point, this Hopscotch may be of help.
(Figure 4)

kilo hecto deka meter
liter
gram

deci centi milli

FIGURE 4

Procedure:

a. Locate the original unit on one of the squares.
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b. Count the squares to the new unit.

c. Move the original unit's decimal point as many places as blocks
in the same left or right direction.

Example:* 5.5 m = nun

a. Place finger on the block marked meter.

b. Move to the block marked millimeter, counting the blocks as you
move.

c. The decimal point is moved three spaces to the right just as your
finger moved three blocks to the right when going from meter to
millimeter on the chart.

Example: 5.5 m = 5500.0 mm

Admittedly this is a crutch, but for the junior or senior chemistry/physics
student finding transition difficult, it helps to reduce a great deal of frustration.

Since there is no distinction in the metric system between dry and wet volume, these
measures are much easier to teach in metric. All measures regarding volume emanate from
the basic liter.

ACTIVITY 8

BOX UPON BOX

In order to develop the concept of volume, the teacher will need to have boxes of
different shapes and varying size.6 The students can fill the box with cubic centimeter
blocks and then count the blocks to find the approximate number it will hold. Many boxes

should be tested and arranged in order according to the number of blocks that can be
contained.

Pupils might next estimate the number of cubes needed to fill a given container, and
discuss ways of finding how many it will take without actually filling the container with
cubes. This leads to the rule of multiplying length x width x height to 'establish volume.

Many experiences of this type are needed before the pupils are completely familiar
with the concept of volume. As the student progresses, the liter may be introduced as a
unit of measure for larger containers.

ACTIVITY 9

WHAT'S A LITER?

Display a clear plastic cubic liter container which is graduated in 100 ml divisions.
Have various other graduated containers available. These should vary in capacity from

100 ml to 1 2. and should be filled with colored water.

Ask the students to estimate which one of the containers of colored water could be
emptied into the plastic cube, filling it without spilling over. Test the one they select

and note the number of milliliters it contained.

Starting again with the empty cubic liter container, fill it to various levels,
comparing the gradations on the plastic cube to those on the graduated cylinder.

If the activity is done again, using the centimeter cubes, the teacher can help the
student relate the cubic centimeter notation to milliliter notation.

4 6
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ACTIVITY 10

EVERYDAY CONTAINERS

Additional estimating exercises may be provided through the use of household objects of
varying capacity, e.g., teaspoon, coffee can, milk carton, juice cans, olive jars, tea cup,
fruit jars, vases, etc., and a set of calibrated measuring beakers.7

Students can measure amount of water each container can hold by using the measuring
beakers. To find the liquid volume of the smaller containers, it may be easier for the
students to first fill the container with water, then determine its volume by pouring itg
contents into the appropriate graduated cylinder.

After sufficient practice to allow students to be able to eyeball various volumes they
may be challenged to pairs of bottles having different shapes. The pairs should be com-
prised of bottles of somewhat different volumes but not so different that it is obvious
which is larger. A sample record kept by the students may read as in Figure 58

Bottles Guess Capacity of Capacity of Which is the
which is larger 1st bottle 2nd bottle larger?

A & B A 450 ml 425 ml A

C & D C 9.3 2.7 2.

E & F

FIGURE 5

A variation or additional activity might involve competition as follows. Select ten
or twelve items from your collection of containers and identify each by letter or number.
Have the students estimate the capacity of each in milliliters or liters.

Divide the class into groups or teams and have each team check the volume of each
container. Team points may be gained.by whoever estimated closest to the actual volume.
The team with the most points wins and an appropriate award is given. In one instance,
the award was 100 ml of cola for each member of the winning team.

ACTIVITY 11

SHAPES AND VOLUMES

Piaget did a great deal of work with young children on building the concept that solids
with equal volumes can have completely different shapes. Tt is interesting to note that
many of our students at the junior and senior high school level have yet to verify this fact
for themselves.

In most physical science programs we can find examples of suggested labs involving the
methods for measuring the volume of small, irregular shaped solids. Before doing the acti-
vities suggested in your text, you might provide a bit of a Piagetian experience.

Prepare 10 or 12 objects in various sizes and shapes with clay and identify each by
letter or name. Any item heavy enough to float and not be damaged by water can be used,
but the use of clay provides the opportunity to demonstrate a very important principle.

Several methods might be used in determining the solid volume of an object. The
student might first place the object in a container and then fill the container to the top
with water. The object being measured should then be removed from the container and the
container filled to capacity using a graduated cylinder. The total amount of water needed
to fill the container with the object removed is recorded and is the solid volume of the
object. (Figure 6)
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How to Lose Pounds Without Dieting

Materials: bathroom scale (metric)

Directions: Estimate ypur mass. Find your mass on the metric scale. Put your
name on the chart and color up to your mass. Then find nine friends,
measure their masses, and record them on the chart.

100 kg

95 kg

90 kg

85 kg

80 kg

76 kg

70 kg

65 kg

60 kg

M 65 kg
A 60 kg

S 45 kg

40 kg

35 kg

30 kg.

25 kg

20 kg

16 kg

10 kg

6 kg

NAMES

FIGURE 7

4 8
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Then give them a fun problem like the one below.- '(Figure 8)

How Much Are You Worth?

If you had a bag full of pennies which weighed the same as you, how much would they be
worth: What equipment would you need to find this out? Tell what you would do to find out.
Do it.

FIGURE 8

One of the neatest things about the International System of Measurement is the
relationship: one cubic centimeter of water = one milliliter = one gram. The simplest
activity to impress this on the mind of students, young and old, is found in Physical
Science: Ideas and Investigations in Science by Dolmatz and Wong. In the activity, the
student is instructed to weigh a dry graduated cylinder and record its weight, fill the
cylinder to 100 milliliter mark and weigh it again. They are then asked to determine the
weight of the water, a simple subtraction exercise. By a series of questions they are led
through the mathematical steps needed to determine the weight of a cubic centimeter of
water.

The student is then given a small plastic cubeshaped container which is exactly one
cubic centimeter. He follows the same procedure of weighing and recording the empty and
full container and then determining the weight of the water in the small container. He is
then asked the question: "How much water do you think is in the container?" His answer
will he one cubic centimeter.

When this activity was done with a group of adults, their reaction was, "Oh, how neat."
For some chemistry students this simple activity was a real help in understanding the basis
of specific gravity concepts.
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Your guess: How does
How the Item Volume in its volume
Ranks in Milli- Cubic actually

Item Volume liters centimeters rank:

A 3 900 ml 900 cm3 4

B 11 150 ml 150 cm3 9

C

FIGURE 6

However, solids are more appropriately measured in cubic units. Since liquid volume
of one cubic centimeter is one milliliter, it follows that the solid volume of the clay
object is recorded then in cubic centimeters.

In another method the students use an overflow can and directly measure the solid
volume of the object in terms of the amount of water displaced. This then should be
recorded in terms of cubic centimeters. In the upper levels this activity, coupled with
one to be mentioned later, lead into a study of specific gravity.

If the teacher has used clay in the activity described above, he might roll a chunk of
clay into a ball. Ask the students to find its volume. Then, taking the same ball of clay
and in clear view of the students, flatten the ball into a pancake shape, making it clear
that you have neither used any additional clay nor have you removed any clay. Ask the
student to decide if the solid volume of the new shape is less than, equal to or greater
than the solid volume of the ball. This should be repeated until all the students realize
that changing the shape of a piece of clay does not change its volume.

In designing activities dealing with mass or weight the same basic procedures can be
used. Provide sufficient experiences for the student to weigh various objects so that he
might gain a feel for the gram and kilogram.

Once the student has developed a certain amount of skill in using the balance and in
estimating mass, provide containers filled or partially filled with differing materials.
Ask the students to order the containers (I use old film cans or pill bottles) by weight.
Their estimates can then be verified using a balance.

Don't overlook the obvious. Have the students weigh thepselves on a bathroom scales
calibrated in metric. (Figure 7)
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Not all activities suit all classes nor all students. Nor do you have to spend a
great deal of time and energy designing original activities. Many have been prepared and
a little time spent browsing through the various sources on the market will supply you with
sufficient ideas for nearly every level of sophistication that you will meet in your classes.
At the end of this article, I have included a limited bibliography of sources we have found
most useful.

If we design non-threatening activities through which our students can have some
successful encounters with metric notation we may hear our students re-echo the words of
the student in the limerick:

There once was a student named Peter
Who asked, "Why use meter and liter"
But when he found out
He let out a shout
"Cause meter and liter are neater!"

5 1
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METRIC GAMING

Cecil R. Trueblood and Michael Szabo
The Pennsylvtania State University

.148 Chambers Building
University Park, Pennsylvania 16802

INTRODUCTION

Traditional learning activities in which students play games and "have fun" have been
viewed with some skepticism by educators because learning has been viewed as a serious
rather than frivolous endeavor. Consequently the use of educational games to some teachers
connotJs students just "enjoying themselves" without attending to any specific purpose or
educational objective.

Academic or learnina games were first developed by educators in an attempt to associate
"enjoying learning" with achieving specific cognitive or skill objectives in a manner that
would reconcile these seemingly incompatible outcomes. Added interest in gaming has
resulted from the contribution of gaming instruction to the attainment of value clarifi-
cation (affective) objectives. Learning games as used in the context of this presentation
may be defined as a small group activity structure in which players use or acquire a body
of knowledge, skills, and attitudes as resources as they compete/cooperate with other
players under specified conditions, rules, and procedures.

We have recognized the applicability of educational gaming to the cognitive, psychomotor
and affective domains inherent in learning the metric system of weights and measures.
Through metric games students can learn the structure of the metric system and acquire basic
measurement skills in a rich and stimulating environment. Therefore, the purposes of this
presentation are to describe:

1) the advantages of using metric games;

2) guidelines educators can use to design metric games: and

3) ways in which such games can be used by proponents of metric education.

ADVANTAGES OF METRIC LEARNING GAMES

Numerous advantages to educational games have been cited in professional literature.
The four advantages with high potential for metric learning games are that thercan:

1) facilitate cognitive learning;

2) enhance skill development;

3) act as 'a source of motivation, and

4) affect other variables in the educational environment which nave
considerable impact on learning the metric system.

The impact of games upon cognitive learning has been documented by Boocock and Schild
(1968) and Edwards, DeVries, and Snyder (1972). The latter have shown a significant
increase on several dimensions of mathematics achievement in seventh grade mathematics
classes.

Boocock and Schild (1968) have indicated that learning games substantially improve
those skills which are simulated by or incorporated into games. This factor is quite per-
tinent to metric gaming since basic measurement and estimation skills are central to
acquiring competence with the metric measurement system. Indeed, the authors have found
that teaching of the basic measurement skills (i.e. the nature of any linear area or volume
unit) is a necessary readiness factor to learning any system of measurement.

According to Boocock and Schild (1968), the clearest advantage of learning games is
their ability to motivate students to want to learn. Metric learning games seem to be
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intrinsically motivating for a number of reasons. First, game participants are required
to negotiate the games's rules, debate about the correctness of answers and in general
interact with one another while they engage in a decision-making process. In short, they
must become actively involved in using the game's metric content to become effective players.

Second, as pointed out by Gordon (1972), gaming provides students with the opportunity
to exert control and influence over their social environment. That is, their actions switch
from being passive consumers of knowledge to active decision-makers and information pro-
cessors. Game participants thus gain a feeling of being a cause of events in a metric game.
In addition, metric games provide teachers with a chance to have participants experience
some feeling of success while using the metric system. This positive feeling or attitude
comes from being able to effectively compete in a metric game and to exert some control
over the game's outcome. In general, this positive orientation and motivation is trans-
ferable to other metric measurement activities and helps the student to build self-
confidence in his ability to use the metric measurement system.

Finally, metric games affect other learning-related variables that impact upon the
total learning environment. It is readily apparent that learning games promote social
interaction among a game's participants. As teachers already know, students do learn from
interacting with their peers as well as the teacher. In the case of metric learning games,
this interaction would seem to enhance the learning of the game's content, related measure-
ment skills, and general gaming strategies. DeVries and Edwards (1973) have verified a
significant peer tutoring effect when students were encouraged to compete with each other
on a team basis. Thus it is highly likely that metric learning games played on a team
basis will encourage team members to help peers learn the metric measurement system.

It has been observed that the correct use of feedback will positively influence
student's academic growth. Allen (1969) showed that games can result in a significant
increase in the amount of positive reinforcement in the classroom. Educational games have
also been shown to result in less perceived difficulty and greater student satisfaction
with class activities. (DeVries & Edwards, 1973). There is no reason to suspect that
these general positive outcomes would differ for metric learning games.

As Gordon (1972) explains, learning games provide the teacher control over various
feedback options. It increases the teacher's capability of altering the frequency, immedi-
acy and sources of feedback normally encountered in the typical classroom situation of 30
students to one teacher. This capability stems from the natural reduction in numbers of
persons competing for rewards, the student's immediate access to correct answers, and the
opportunity to observe the strategies and counter strategies employed by other players.
This implies that after making a move in a metric learning game, a participant immediately
learns about the correctness of his response and the influence it has upon other players.

A final note on metric learning games is that they can help overcome resistance to
change and aid in the development of a sense of relevance concerning what is learned and
how it will apply to future situations. These two advantages are particularly important
and related to the adult attitude toward the metrication of the United States.

GUIDELINES FOR DESIGNING !,IETRIC GAMES

A set of general guidelines were developed (Szabo & Trueblood, 1975) to enable
educators to design, produce and evaluate metric learning games for specific classroom
applications. They have since been refined by using inservice and preservice teachers
attending university courses, workshops and federally-funded inservice programs. Ele-
mentary and secondary teachers have used the guidelines to produce and evaluate metric
games and related activities that fit into their metrication curricula. These guidelines
are discussed in general terms below to focus upon their basic purpose and function.

Establish Specific Outcomes. Carefully choose instructional objectives from the
cognitive, affective and psychomotor domains that involve at least two content areas. For
example, one could choose the common science and mathematics processes of observing,
measuring and classifying. This approach which integrates content areas reinforces the
philosophy that metric measurement is an integral part of our way of life and is not
isolated to one content area such as mathematics. This integrated approach will conserve
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instructional time and promote transfer of metric measurement skills from one subject area
to the other. It is also helpful to organize these objectives around a common theme
because common themes are suggestive of other games and can be used to relate metric games
to other on-going classroom activities.

Write Simple Rules and Procedures. Rules and procedures are crucial to making a game
self-instructional and student directed. It is essential to keep the rules simple and
straightforward so that play moves quickly from one player to the next and to promote maxi-
mum involvement in the game. Include in the rules and procedures how the game begins, how
a player obtains feedback concerning his answers or decisions, 'and what scoring procedure
will be used. The rules and procedures are crucial because they determine which player
strategies will work and fail, the kinds of decision making that will be encouraged and
what resources the players are permitted to use.

Use Simple Materials. Most metric games can be constructed by using simple, inexpen-
sive materials consisting of some combination of the following: a playing board or surface,
the pieces or tokens out of which the game is built, the decision devices such as dice or
spinners and the task determiners such as card decks or written instructions on the playing
surface. Task determiners communicate whether there is to be individual winner or loser,
and/or collective team effort. They also establish how the pieces or tokens are to be used
to gain points or to trap an opponent's pieces or tokens during the game. Figure 1 shows
a typical game board used extensively by the authors.

Provide Immediate Feedback. Immediate knowledge of results is one of the key features
of an instructional game which provides motivational and instructional impact. In most
cases feedback can be built into a game by using one of the following: an answer deck, a
student leader whose level of competence will allow him or her to make reliable judgments,
or the back of task cards used to direct the player's activity.

Build in Some Suspense. Experience has shown that games enjoyed by the players contain
some element of risk or chance. This can be incorporated into games by using random deci-
sion devices such as dice or spinners or by placing instructions on the game board that
arbitrarily change a player's status in the competition. Card decks that administer reward
or penalty points also help create some suspense. These suspense-creating features which
help keep the difference between the players' scores at a minimum apparently help rmke the
game a "fun game."

Have Students Record Diagnostic Information. Supplying each student with a score is an
important feature of each game. The score sheets help the teacher to judge when the game
should be altered to make it more challenging, to decide which players should compete with
each other, to select student leaders and to decide when to terminate the game. The score
sheets also supply players with a record that shows individual scores across each round of
the game and serves to motivate them to improve. This feature can be built into most games
by using numbered task cards, by having the student leader place cards yielding right
answers and cards yielding wrong answers in different piles, or by having the student
leader record the results of each player on a class record sheet. A sample score sheet is
included in Figure 2.

Create the Game to Allow Variation. Games that allow the teacher to quickly create a
variation through minor rule or material modifications have the most potential for success.
This is true for two reasons. First, it keeps the game from becoming stale because the
players know all the answers and decision points. Second, the teacher or players can
modify the game without a large time investment.

Evaluate the Game. Try the game with a small pilot group of students. Use the first-
round score sheets as a pretest. Keep the succeeding score sheet in the correct order. By
comparing the first with the last-round score sheets for specific students, a decision about
the achievement of the stated instructional objective can be reached. Filing the score
sheet according to the various game's instructional objectives will provide a longitudinal
record of a student's progress as well as diagnostic information for future instruction.
Finally ask the players if they enjoyed the game by using self-report forms such as a faces
inventory or a short questionnaire.
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(Name)

(Game Title)

(Date)

(Round Numbers)

Card Number
Your

Measurement
Correct
Answer

Number of
Points

0

FIGURE 2.

Student Record Sheet for Metric Game
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WA/S OF USING METRIC GAMES

Potential uses for metric games are limited only by the imagination of the instructor.
Four ways in which they hailelkeen successfully used include teaching, diagnosis, evaluation,
and teacher training.

Teaching. Used in a teaching role, metric games can effectively teach students in a
variety of areas simultaneously. Basicpeasurement and estimation skills can be learned
and practiced through games. Cognitive knowledge of the metric system (e.g., units, pre-
fixes), the interrelationship of the parts of the metric system, and the application of the
metric system to the acquisition of new knowledge through problem-solving can also be
taught. Social change and positive attitudes for adopting the metric system with minimal
social disruption can be stressed using the same learning game.

Diagnosis. The concept of teacher as diagnostician can be applied through numerous
testing and evaluating environments, including gaming. A diagnostic approach to teaching
begins with a diagnosis of learni,ng needs whereas nondiagnostic teaching typically begins
with some form of norm-referenced instruction. Metric games can be used to identify either
those areas of inadequate knowledge and skills for a class of students, for smaller subsets
of the class, or for individuals. Although the latter cases require more teacher time, an
effective records keeping and materials distribution system can greatly reduce the time and
work involved. For example, to be used in the diagnostic process, a peocedure for recording
student performance during the first several times students play a particular metric learning
game should be designed. Obviously the procedure should vary depending upon the type infor-
mation desired.

As an example, if the teAcher wanted to know whether students knew the meaning of the
prefixes used with each metric measurement unit, the teacher could simply provide each
player with a record sheet. These forms when collected at the end of the two gaming periods
would tell the teacher which prefixes the students know and do not know. Thus the forms
from each student can be used to decide which prefixes should be encountered most often in
succeeding rounds of the pme by the game participants.

On the 'other hand, if a teacher were interested in a student's abilitY to measure and
record an object's length correct to the nearest centimeter, the teacher could compare the
results reported by a student on a score sheet with his or her pre-established criterion.
The results from several gaming periods would then show how many other times that particular
game or a modified version might be used to help students who consistently scored below
criterion.

Evaluation. Metric games can 'serve as evaluation instruments to assess learning
outcomes;which are expected to result from direct instruction, other learning games, or
other teaching techniques. As an evaluation device, games can complement or replace tradi-
tional paper and pencil tests which measure a highly verbal and limited portion of a
learner's knowledge. That is, they permit the direct evaluation of actual measurement and
estimation skills and enable the teacher to observe given dimensions of related social/
affective behaviors in a somewhat controlled environment. The visual reality and perform-
ance aspects of such testing may help to ameliorate the academic differences between
racial, cultural, and social classes which are highly bound up in verbal testing (Semler
and Iscoe, 1963; Sccurro and Walls, 1971).

Teacher Training. Teacher training is traditionally viewed as inservice or preservice.
The former involves practicing and experienced teachers with quite specific educational
interests and styles. Metric games are quite useful with these teachers in that the games
are easy to conceptualize, design, and field test. The results are usually so encouraging
that the teacher is quickly convinced of their value.

Beginning preservice teachers usually have not yet focused their interest and
attention on one classroom or school unit and thus need training at a somewhat more dif-
fuse and abstract level. For them, metric games can be used as a model for mini-curriculum
development, an alternative to the type of classroom experience so pervasive of recent
experiences of the university student, and an introduction to a variety of learning struc-
tures including small groups and individual student attention.
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Both inservice and preservice teachers have developed and used metric games as one
component of their professional development. As one example of the former, interdisci-
plinary metric games for use in various grades with elementary and secondary students.

Students in elementary mathematics education courses at The Pennsylvania State
University regularly develop metric learning games and acquire a good deal of information
about the metric system in the process.

The authors' experience in the use of metric games also included curriculum specialists
in 'school districts who hold major responsibility for implementation of a metric curriculum.
Among other considerations, these persons were concerned with the best efforts with a
cautious eye to spiralling budgets. The appeal afforded by metric gaming to curriculum
specialists resided in the fact that teachers can develop appropriate games at minimal cost
(even when extra compensation for curriculum development efforts are counted) .to the school
district. Furthermore, the materials developed seemed more likely to be tailored to the
unique needs of the particular school districts. In comparison the costs of commercially
made instructional games and metric curriculum materials are presently quite high and cor-
responding quality, in the authors' opinion is highly variable with a tendency bn the poor
side.

An attempt to provide the above information to school administrators resulted in
presentations of workshops on "Gaming and Metric Education" at the State level (Pennsylvania
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, November 1974) and the National level
(National Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, March 1975). These
sessions were extremely well attended and numerous requests for added information have been
received.

A final note on the usefulness of metric games% The authors concluded early in the
game that their efforts to train individual teachers would be severely limited by the sheer
number and geographical dispersion of those to be trained. 'aus, the concept of leadership
training workshops for metric education was developed. The essence of this idea is that
leadership teams from schools, districts, or intermediate units would be trained to in turn
conduct metric education workshops with school personnel at the local level. Needless to
say, the development of metric games plays a large and successful role in these leadership
workshops.

At present, the authors have developed a comprehensive plan for metrication of public
schools on a statewide basis through leadership training workshops. The plan is being
adapted to meet the needs of an Intermediate Unit (serving 17 school districts) and one
large and one moderate size school district in Pennsylvania.
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METRIC IN PRESERVICE TEACHER TRAINING

Dr. John Lindbeck, Director
Center for Metric Education and Studies

Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, Michigan

49001

I am going to talk to you this afternoon on preservice education programs. There is so
much one can say about this, that what I am going to do is take the liberty of'simply
describing what we did in the Industrial Education Department at Western Michigan University
to establish a preservice program in metric education. In talking to industrial trainers,
training and development people, retail and office personnel who are in charge of training
programs, one factor emerges: to treat metrication costs and activities as routine business
expenses. You have heard that many times. If you subscribe to the Metric Reporter, you
have heard these words spoken and you have seen them written many, many times. This is so
important to training and development programs in industry; it is equally important to
training education preservice or inservice in public education.

It is,a mistake to suggest to your administrators that in order to accomplish metric
change in your institution, you have to set up an elaborate organization and get special
funding. While it would be"nice to have money to operate a little more freely, it is impor-
tant to just take metrication in the stride of a normal, routine, inservice program that you
have to offer in any school in the country.

Very specifically, I want to talk to the points in figure 1 as they relate to getting
a group of fifteen faculty members who know nothing about metric, and welding this group
into a team that can accomplish metric change most efficiently and at the least possible
cost. This is the task for everyone associated with preservice programs. By preservice I
mean the "pipeline" student. We are concerned with the student who is enrolled at Western
Michigan University in the Industrial Education Department right now who is going to
graduate as an industrial arts or vocational education teacher, or go into industry as
training and development personnel. Preservice involves these persons.

One of our first tasks was to appoint a metric coordinating commitee. A coordinator
should be a person in the department who is committed and interested in metrication. He had
read about this, he had perhaps attended a few seminars, he was keenly concerned with what
should be the approaches and what were some of the problems or issues relative to metrics as
it pertains to industrial education teachers.

1. APPOINT MENC.C.mTINPTITI CrtrI I ILE

2. TRAIN FACULTY

3. DEVELOP rETRIC PLAfl

4, PLAN STMENT mnTLE

5. PLAN TECHNICAL LAP ALTPNTIES

6. EVIlLPATE ,AND rO9IFY

7. UPDATE FACULTY

Figure 1
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To train the faculty was che next step. One of the first things this committee did was
to train itself, and they did chie through our Center--six of the faculty members underwent
a metric seminar training progranl that'lasted abOut 30 hours. They are a very well trained
group. We were fortunate in bein g able to handle it that way. Not all schools can and it
is unfortunate, but there are other options that we can talk about. But the faculty has to
be trained also, and you have co decide exactly how you are going to achieve this. Arc you
going to take 30 minutes from each of Your faculty meetings and lock everybody in to an
introduction to SI and then begin looking at some of the particular concerns as they relate
to drafting laboratories, graphdc arts, wood technology, metal technology, etc.? There are
many ways of achieving this also. But one has to give some serious thought to providing
faculty with the necessary traini ng to do a job.

Concomitantly, this committee is developing a metric plan for the entire department.
Exactly how are you going to achieve this? What kind of a time line are you concerned
about? You are also concerned about costs--how you can phase costs in and out--remembering
my first statement, "Treat these as normal business expenses insofar as p ossible." Many
other issues surface as a commitCee begins loOking at specifically what the training needs
for the department are.

Planning a student module i5 also important. It was decided that the best way to
effect metrication, insofar as the student was concerned, was to get a self-teaching program
for the students. And, fortunatelY, a U.S.O.E. Project going on at Western, produced such
a program. It was "Going Metric for Students." It is a self-learning program and it takes
about a halr hour. We had that oPtion, or there are several commercial booklets available
which can give a student a pretty good introduction to SI. We were after a simple overview
and then locking them into the unIts they would be most likely to need in an industrial
education program. We decided on going Metric for Students package with some modifications--
we wanted to update it with some other Materials. We tried it out on some pilot groups and
it worked well. When a student has gone through this module, he takes the self-administered
test, turns it in to any one of 0 grooP of faculty who issues him a little card as a certifi-
cate of completion. There was some discussion about giving college credit, but we decided
against it.

Planning technical activitie5vas the next phase. I show you an example as Figure 2.
We are looking at a means of providing initial metric learning experiences in, for example,
a drafting program. The students take three courses and they can take more beyond that if
they are going to specialize in certain phases of technology. In a first course we give
them an initial laboratory experieace which takes from two to four hours. I say from two
to four hours--it depends on what labs they are in. Woodworking lab requires a little less
than metalworking or the drafting lab so there is a variance there. These are initial
experiences in using measuring Cools, becoming familiar with the units that are used in
that particular course, and loolcing at product and engineering standards. That is one
thing we haven't really talked ahoUt at all here today because most people in the room are
not concerned about product and engineering standards. We in industrial education are
because we have to worry about replacement sizes for lumber, for metal tubing, barstock,
screwthreads, rivets, pressures for welding tanks, etc. until these standards are developed
and approved, we can only make jntelligent guesses as to what these are. These are some of
the things that we have to be concerned about.

Next there is the matter of evaluating and modifying as the program commences and you
get feedback from students. You can make adjustments--you can make changes. For example,
this is one thing that has alreed7 occ urred: We had allocated far too much time to helping
students learn to read a micrometer and a vernier caliper. We were considering perhaps an
hour--you can do it in 15 minutes. Understand, all these students know how to read a cus-
tomary inch micrometer and vernier. So we are not teaching them how to use a vernier cali-
per or a micrometer. Instead, we ere showing them that there are different numbers on the
tool, so they are going to read iC differently. It didn't take as much time as we thought;
we modified the program accordicglY.

A final important point is updating our faculty. Let me give you an example. There
was a workshop in power and energy--auto methanice, if you will, and small engines--last
summer that was heavily oriented Cowards masters of metrication as it relates to that whole
discipline. One of our persons, che person in charge of the power/auto area, went there.
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We contributed to his expenses. We try to support'people however possible, because it_is
important that you do constantly update then and keep them apprised of changes. As new
products in engineering standards come out, for example, we get notification of this
through the ANSI Reporter or the Metric Reporter; you immediately write for copies of these
and you make sure standards get disseminated. Everybody who is interested or has to know
something about these should look at them.

Now, let me refer you to one of these programs in a technical area (See figure 2).
This is partial--it goes on for another page--but I think this is sufficient to give you
an idea how we structured this. Our concern is merely to set up a series of introductory
learning experiences. This hapPens to be in the drafting lab. You can see, "Given the
metric drawings, students will be able to identify and record metric linear dimensions in
millimeters, etc. Define and identify the characteristics of the following measurement
units as they apply to drafting." These are the four units, length measurement units, of
course, that will be used in drafting. You want them to he aware of these--and you say,
"What's the kilometer doing in there?" They do mapping also and so they have to know that
one. And in some sensitive machining operations they are dealing with micrometers of sur-
face finish, so that is'an important one too.

Then there is the matter of converting metric dimensions to inch dimensions and so on.
You will note that there are three other references to converting. We recognize that in
industrial education programs you have to convert. Because we have dual dimension drawings
which we are using in industry, and whenever you have dual dimension drawings, a conversion
issue is at stake and we have to have people understand what this means. We have them
understand it and achieve some skill in it by making them do it. This is what I am
concerned about as I speak about conversion.

I will maintain that the idea of having dual readout micrometers orother instruments
is not a bad idea. I don't see a great deal of harm in this--there are pros and cons
certainly. They don't cost any more, they can be used either in customary inch readouts,
or they can be used in metric. (I don't want to get philosophical regarding this. I am
trying to be as pragmatic as possible.) If for a teacher in a given situation it makes
more sense for that person to buy dual readout tools, do it. If you are going to achieve
something with it, do it. Don't be concerned that, "I wonder if I am going to ruin the
psyche of this little child when ten years from now they are still 'going to be using that
inch ruler as a crutch and not be reading the metric scale on it." I don't really think it
is that serious. If you wish to work in straight metrics, purchase appropriate tools.

The last point is that with these particular kinds of skills and knowledge forming
activities we try to make sure that students have a basic knowledge of the units which are
used, metric units used in that particular program. We also want them to have an under-
standing and appreciation and a certain amount of skill in the measuring instruments, the
tools, the machines that are used in that program. In the metal working program, these are:
the machinist's rule, 150 mm rule, generally; vernier: micrometer; lathes--we have an all-
metric lathe and we have converted a milling machine with special dials. We want students
to understand the uperation each of these and actually practice with them by doing some
things. We have some simple exercises in one program. In another program it is actually
building a metric product in wood. We want them, furthermore, to understand the elements
of product and engineering standards which I mentioned to you just briefly. That is very
important to them. So these three components are reflected in every technical activity for
a particular area.

I was very impressed and very pleased to get the report of Dr. Chalupski's project
dealing with inservice education in Australia and England. I hope he talks briefly about
the recommendations he makes in the back of the manual which relate to what are some of the
concerns that Americans should have as they embark upon inservice and preservice educational
programs. We can learn something from the Australians and from the English who are going
through this. It is important that we all recognize that there is no one way of achieving
preservice programming. There are so many ways of having this come about. I am asking
(1) that you look to that first statement I made, and that is to try to treat these as
normal business expenses and activities insofar as possible, and (2) that you vury early
get into a planning session, get some kind of strategy or planning group organized at your
institution. We at Western Michigan University have planned for it; when the crunch comes,
we are ready. We have looked at options; we have even tried some things out. These are
the hallmarks of successful preservice metric programs.
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A. Drafting

The purpose of this educational experience is to assure performance
of the following tasks by drafting students,

1. Given a metric drawing, they will be able to:

a. Identify and record metric linear dimensions in
millimeters utilizing standard dimensioning practices.

b. Define and identify the characteristics of the following
metric measurement units as they apply to drafting:

1. km = kilometer
2. m = meter
3. mm = millimeter
4. um = micrometer

c. Convert metric dimensions to inch dimensions using the
conversion table found on a drawing.

2. Given a list of dimensions identified by inch or millimeter
symbols, they will identify the unit of measurement and:

a. Convert inches to millimeters (multiply inch dimension by
25.4) and round to the proper number of decimal places in
the dimension figure for equivalent accuracy.

b. Convert millimeters to inches (divide millimeter dimension
by 25.4 or multiply by 0.03937) and indicate the proper
number of decimal places for equivalent tolerance.

c. Convert inches to millimeters or millimeters to inches to
appropriate decimal specifications by reading from a'
conversion table.

3. Given a list of standard abbreviations and symbols, they will
be able to define and explain the application of each.

4. Given proper tools and a workpiece, they will display the skills
required to:

a. .Measure identified parts with a metric rule to an accuracy
of 0.5 mm.

b. Measure identified parts with a metric micrometer to an
accuracy of 0.02 mm.

Figure 2
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CONSTRUCTING METRIC EDUCATION WORKSHOPS - A MODEL

Phillip T. Larsen
Center for Metric Education and Studies

Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49001

During the past two Oars, requests for inservice workshops in metric education have
increased at a rapid rate. This seems to indicate a growing awareness and need for training
in metric education on all levels. However, many of the school personnel making these
requests lack adequate background in the area of metrics to know what kind of training is
needed for their staffs. Recently a local school superintendent called to tequest a work-
shop in metrics. After raising several questions about his staff and the type of workshop
he wanted, he interrupted me saying, "Don't make this so complicated. All I want is a stan-
dard presentation in metrics." A short time later I found out that the school district was
trying to fill-in a time slot on an inservice day and the superintendent, who recently
attended a conference, had heard the charge for schools to prepare for the conversion to the
metric system. This experience along with several others pointed out the need for a plan to
help school administrators formulate a structure for metric education inservite workshops.

If the colleges and universities are to be of service to the schools in providing metric
education, then the needs of each school and/or school district should be determined. What
is needed, is a set of guidelines that will enable those responsible for constructing metric
workshops to plan according to the specific needs of the schools. One way to achieve this
end is to raise certain questions about the background and goals of both the schools and the
community. When a request for a metric presentation or workshop is made by a school dis-
trict, an attempt should be made to obtain as much background information, by the workshop
planners, as possible. A form used with the school personnel requesting a metric workshop
is shown in Appendix A.

Why do you want a metric education workshop? Very often this question determines
whether the training staff should even consider any further involvement in the planning and
conducting of a workshop. Too often those requesting the training want their staffs to
become involved in metrics for the wrong reasons. To tell early elementary school teachers
that they will have to know all about SI metrics, practices, prefixes and units in order to
teach their children, is a wrong reason. The major emphasis for children of this age group
should be on the development of the concept of measurement with a focus on the development
of the child and how he learns.

Once the reason for conducting a metric workshop has been established and appears
worthy of support, then the objectives of the workshop should be listed. In other words,
what do the participants hope to get out of the workshop? These objectives can be identi-
fied by either the requesting school or by the training staff but in any case these objec-
tives must be stated clearly and the entire workshop is then built on this foundation.
The type of workshop is usually dictated by the objectives. The three most common types
of workshops, Awareness, Orientation and Implementation, may have some similarities in
structure and content, but the overall goals of the three types of workshops are quite
different.

Planning a Metric Workshop

Although information may not be obtained from all of the questions on the Metric
Inservice Workshop form, an attempt is made to secure as much background data as possible
about the schools, students, teachers and community. Some background information has
proven helpful to the trainers for both planning and conducting the three types of
workshops.
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In order to plan an effective workshop, the following information concerning the
workshop participants is necessary: the function or type of participants, teachers, admin-
istrators or instructional specialists; the extent of background of the participants in
metrics;. the number of participants expected to attend; and the reasons or incentives for
the participants to attend the workshop.

Poor timing of a workshop may lead to built-in failure for the workshop. A five-hour
session after the school day, the day before Christmas vacation or an all day Saturday
session for teachers may induce a high level of.animosity into the workshop, thereby
resulting in failure for the workshop. Another possible built-in failure may result from
the administration requesting the workshop for the teachers. The administration of a city
school system recently requested an all day orientation workshop to be conducted on a
Saturday. Fifteen mliutes into the workshop, it was quite obvious to the workshop training
staff that these teacLers had no interest in metrics, children, education or anything else
for that matter. They were openly hostile and more rebellious than the children who sit in
the classroom and defy you to teach them something. In talking to the assistant superin-
tendent it was learned that the teachers had already attended a number of Saturday sessions
and that the administration was penalizing the staff for going out on strike earlier in the
year. In essence the teachers were compelled to attend and they were going to be trained
in metrics whether they liked it or not.

Sometimes limitation or restrictions are imposed upon the structure of the workshop.
Often these limitations are uncontrollable and no one can be faulted for this. However,
these limitations can be dealt with in such a way as to minimize any adverse effects on the
outcome of the workshop. The location, types of Facilities and length of the workshop are
examples of these. The size, structure and types of room to be used for the workshop may
make the difference between success and failure. Activities may require flat tables, sinks,
electrical outlets, chalkboards and/or projection screens. If none of these are available,
the variety of activities to be conducted in the workshop will be severely limited.

Most requests for metric workshops include a desire to have hands-on experiences. A

variety of visual aids and demonstration activities will also encourage a greater degree of
involvement on the part of the participants. For teacher workshops, too much talking or
lecturing seems to inhibit the progress of the workshop. As the structure of the workshop
develops, determination of the content to be covered must be made. Some of the content
areas that are included in many of the metric workshops are: the status of metrics; SI
metrics: the concept of measurement; specific measurement concepts sucl, ; mass, weight,
length, volume, and temperature.

The type of collected data discussed in the foregoing is useful in planning any of the
three general types of metric workshops. An example of collected data for each of the
three types of workshops is shown in Appendix B.

Orientation and Implementation Workshops

In an Orientation or Implementation Virkshop participants begin thinking about how
metrics will affect the school's curriculum, classroom structure and teaching methodology.
Therefore information about the curriculum programs, textbooks and classroom activities will
enable the workshop planners to develop a structure that will integrate a metric education
program into the existing curriculum. As much as possible the workshop design should employ
teaching strategies consistent with the philosophy of the school district's curriculum.
This will not only facilitate integration of the metric program into the curriculum but in
most cases reduce the anxiety of many teachers who feel they will be forced to add another
program to an already overburdened curriculum. Teachers are also apprehensive about having
to change their teaching styles or entire curriculum to reflect a dominance of the metric
system.

An implementation workshop requires more extensive planning than other types of work-
shops. Information concerning the background of the teachers will increase the chances of
the metric education program-being implemented into the classroom. First, community and
student data is needed by the workshop planning staff to insure an integration of metrics
into the curriculum in order to achieve the goals and objectives of the school. A second
very important reason for collecting this background information is to utilize some of the
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natural resources and talents available locally. Traditionally most areas of education
have overlooked the resources closest to them.

What kind of structure should the metric curriculum have? Should it be an add-on?
Should it be integrated into the existing program? Should this be a unit in the mathe-
matics program? These questions must be answered by the school's personnel, usually in
conjunction with the workshop staff. The needs of the school district are the next major
consideration in determining whether the school will adopt a commercially prepared metric
program, a portion of one, or construct both the materials and program in metrics. Unfor-
tunately much of the materials and programs available in metrics leave something to be
desired; consequently, many school districts are developing their own metric programs.

The background of students, teachers and community have now been compiled. Parameters
for the workshop have been established and the basic structure decided. What is now needed
is a plan for implementation into the classroom. This plan is determined by whether the
workshop function is to train trainers of teachers in metrics or to prepare teachers to
teach metrics in their classrooms. Although there is some overlap in the training of the
two groups, the major emphasis for each group is somewhat different. Appendix C and
Appendix D provide examples of some possible characteristics and activities of each of
the two types of workshnps.

The workshop for teachers should provide them with an opportunity to engage in a
variety Of hands-on activities. Many of these activities should be the same as those
used with the children in the classroom. Practice in developing metric units including
the writing of course and lesson objectives, lesson plans, and methods of evaluating stu-
dent progress can reduce the anxiety exhibited by many teachers who are being exposed to
metrics for the first time. The identification of the measurements concepts and metric
units to be taught in conjunction with certain areas of the curriculum, and at specific
grade levels, is an essential activity in a teacher workshop. By the conclusion of this
workshop each teacher should have developed a unit that could soon be implemented into
his or her classroom. Also the teachers will have accumulated a number of ideas, materials,
activities and listings of available resources for direct use in the classroom or for
development of other metric units.

The workshop for trainers should include most of the teacher workshop activities as
well as training in: how to conduct a workshop; SI metrics; the rationale for going
metric; methods for evaluating metric materials; construction of metric activities; and
techniques for evaluating the usefulness and effectiveness of the classroom metric
activities.

There appear to be certain elements that are common to successful workshops. Hands-on
activities, discussions of the relationship of the experiences to child development, demon-
stration of various teaching strategies and an emphasis on the development of the concepts
of measurement are several of the more pertinent common elements of successful metric
workshops.

When planning any of the three types of workshop it is worthwhile to determine what
kinds of follow-up will be needed. If possible, long-range plans siould be established
to insure continuity and efficiency in developing a comprehensive v:aining program in
metrics that will facilitate the implementation of the metric program into the school's
curriculum. Sometimes teachers have had a bad experience in a metric workshop or training
program and this would tend to inhibit implementation to a greater degree than no prior
training. If a metric workshop is worth doing, then it is worth doing well.

roU
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APPENDIX A

Date Received DatO Of Activity

Contact Person Agency

Telephone Address

Address

Time Level

Type of Activity Area

Staff

METRIC INSERVICE WORKSHOP

Reason for Workshop:

Objectives of Workshop:

Type of Workshop: Awareness-Orientation-Implementation-

What Group of Participants? Teachers-Administrators-Sec Sci Teach-Sec Math Teach- El Instru
Spec.-Mid Sch Teach-

Number of Participants:

Length of Workshop:

Participant Incentives: Inservice Day-College Credit-Paid Rate-Union Supported- Cred al

Guide-

Time of Workshop: Day, Day and Hours

Request Initiated by: Teachers-Administration-Union-

Workshop Structure: Activities-Hands on Experiences-Discussion-Talk-Film-Filmstrips-
Transparencies-

Content Emphasis: Awareness-Status Metrics-Concept Measurement-SI Metrics-Mass-Weight-
Length-Volume-Temperature-SI Practices-Adv Physics Concepts-

Location and Facilities: Desks-Flat Tables-Water
Outlets-Electrical Outlets-Projection Screen-Moveable Chairs-Chalkboard-

Status of Participants: No Metrics-Aware Metrics-Some Train Metrics-Teach Metrics-Update
Metrics-

Textbooks or Curriculum Programs:

Educational Philosophy: Traditional-Open Classroom-Demonstration-Inquiry-Discovery-Lecture-
Problem Solving-

Background of Students Teachers Community:

Structure of Metric Curriculum: K6-K12-Add On-Integrated-Shot Gun-Construct-
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Plan for Implementation: TRAINERS - TEACHERS

Long-Range Plans: Orientation-Implementation-Middle School-High School-Entire District-
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APPENDIX B

Examples of Inservice Workshops in Metric'

REASON VA WORKSIPW

Mat Crnup Of Particiltante

OIJECTIVES Of WORKSHOP
-TYPE OF stousier

APAAFXESS ()LIMITATION IMPLEMENTATION

Administrators Secondary School
Science Teethes

Elementary School

Teachetm

14.ster of Participants? 25 40 65

Iangth Of Itzdahop? 1% hours 1 day 5. - 6 hour days

In :naive ter Parti Cipents? Tnserwite Day 54 per hour for
attendance

2 credit hours State
University

-

Mon, Fcb 8 Sat. June 14 Mon-Fri, July 13-18Tire Of Iforkanp?
9:00an-10:50an 8:00am-4:00pm 9,00am-3:00pm

Dequest Initiated by? Teachers Administration Teachers

ilorkshC9 Structure? Hands-on Activities,
Files ind Filmstrip.

Hands-on genuine.
Transpatencies

Mostly lands-on Activities
Filmstrips and Transparencies

Onntent Errhasis? Status of Metrics,
Wationally,
In the Schools and

Mass, veight, volure,
density
Temperature and Forces

Length, mass, volume, concept of
measurement and related SI metric.

Community

Lonna% and Facilities? Admthistration Build-
ing, tabler chairs

Central High School,
tables chairs and

Uest Side Elenentary School,
Clascroom desks, 4 flat tables

nnd projection screen projettlon screen and projection screen

Status of the. Participants? Little Sackgroend in Hove knowledge of attn.. Most perticipants attended an
nettles use in lab And solving

conversion problems

awareness workshop in metricm

Ian March

Taxa:oats or Clarice lur. Traditional Type Textbooks Houghton-Mifflin Reading Pro-
Program in SaC01?

in all areas except Science- grams SCIS Science Program and

BSCS, Chem Study end psoject new activity oriented social

Bdueiti. Canal PhilOctechy?

'teething Strategies?

Backgraind of StudentS?
Tentherg? Carnality?

Structure of ItftriC
Oarriculus?

Plan for Irplementatien
Into The ClisstOorn?

/crig-Penge Plans

physics. Introductory course
In calculus im the highest
math course'

Inquiry strategies and
problem molvtng methods
used in sciences

studies program are used. The
elementary programs are mesa/
Activity oriented.

Dicovery etr.4110, son prevalent
in the element..., chool. Child-

centered and process oriented
approach.

Students are of average ability,
Interested in outdoor activities and
science. Teachers are cooperative cal
work in joint projects. Surburban
community with light industry and 10col
busin eeeee . Wetly supportive of school..
Parents do volunteer work in schools.

Teachers would like to conmtruct their
oup curriculum K-6. The metrics must
be Integrated Into all are. Of the
elementary school curriculum.

TRAEMILS - =POEM

Relate the objectives of the workshop Write course oblectives in metrics
Provide the rationale tor going metric Select activities for specific grade levels
Compare customary units with Metric Identify activities that are related

units to specific disciplines
Identify Preferred unit. of Length. List needs, interests and mbilitlea of
Mass Volume and Temperature in metrics students

.Show technique for evaluating metric
materials

Construct some metric activities
Integrate mettles into the curriculum
Participate in hands-on activities
Show ivaluntion techniques

Develop a metric unit that Integrates
metrics into ell areas of the curriculum

Construct brief daily lesion plane in nettle
Cite method for evaluating student programs.

An orientation workstcp fOr
teachers in 5 progeat sanols
has been plerr.ed for the fall
term. Tien Om union-,tation
workshop tne stymetr.

Them of 5 tea:hors fros each
high school will be trained in a

workshrp ty the twig:horn
who gunanpated in the Orien-
tation section. Th 5 theaters
will represent different dIsCa-
plines In the high schall.
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APPENDIX C

TEACHERS METRIC WORKSHOP

Rationale for Teaching Metrics

Common Metric Units

Concept of Measurement

Mass, Length, Volume and Temperature

Lesson and Course Objectives

Handson Activities

Selection of Metric Materials and Activities

Constructing Metric Lessons

Integrating Metrics into the Curriculum

How to Use Community Resources

Evaluating Student Progress

Metrics in Various Disciplines

Needs, Interests awl Abilities of Students

Metric Awareness Activities

Experiences Outside of the Classroom

Minimetric Lessons in the HoMe
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APPENDIX D

TRAINERS METRIC WORKSHOP

How to Conduct a Workshop

State Objectives of Workshop

Provide Rationale for Going Metric

Comparison - Metric vs. Customary

Overview of SI Metrics

Preferred Units

Metric Practices

Concept of Measurement

Techniques of Evaluation

Constructing Metric Activities

Hands-on Activities

Development of the Child

Evaluating Metric Materials

Pacing in Workshop

Structures of Workshop

Integrating Metrics into the Curriculum

Community Resources

Teaching Strategies

Status of Metrics
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METRIC FOR THE BLIND

Andre Nadash
U.S. Metric Association, Mid-Atlantic Region

6123 63rd Avehue, Box 356
Riverdale, Maryland 20840

It was a hundred years ago, on May 20, 1975, that the Metric Treaty was signed by 17
nations. I am fortunate that I belong to two of these nations. I was born and raised in
Hungary, which became metric immediately; and now I am an American, and we are the only one
left of the co-signers and practically the last in the world to go metric; but I am glad tostate that the rest of the metric or metric-going countries accept us as a metric-going
country. The only non-metric countries are Brunei, Burma, Liberia and Yemen, with a total
population of about 35 million.

It is estimated that there are about 400 million handicapped people on this earth,
which is about twice the population of U.S.A. Naturally, this includes every type of handi-
capped. Here in the States we have about 1.3 million visually handicapped people, including
about 140,000 visually limited school children. Of the 1.3 million, about 500,000 are so-
called legally blind, of which only 50,000 read Braille. The reason for this is that a
majority of the blind people become blind with old age and, therefore, they are not able to

.learn the Braille. A part of these people can read large print and a larger part live with
the so-called talking books, which is actually a record or tape recorder. In the Federal
and State governments there are about 3,600 blind people employed as operators oe.the
vending stands.

We are here today to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the Metric Treaty but I'd like
to bring your attention to another anniversary. 1975 is for millions of people in the world
the Braille year. It was 150 years ago that Louis Braille invented the writing for the
blind which bears his name. Louis Braille was born in 1809, as the son of a tinsmith and
became blind by an acciaant at the age of three. He was 16 years old when he invented his
alphabet, six raised points or dots and various combinations of these. Visualize his will-
power at that time to overcome his handicap that as a young man he even played the organ in'
a Paris church. He died in 1852 at the age of 43, but in his short life he created good for
millions of people and his name will never be forgotten.

And what a coincidence! Louis Braille was not only a Frenchman but who lived at the
time when the metric system, which was developed by the French, was officially accepted byNapoleon and other European countries:

Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, Monaco, and Spain;and also countries from other continents: Algeria, Colombia and Cuba.

After this tribute to Louis Braille, let's see what is metric in Braille. It is
natural that seeing people don't know the Braille alphabet; therefore, I'll start by giving
the Braille alphabet. It is not to teach Braille but only for a better understanding. The
basic of the Braille is built, as mentioned before, on six dots in different variations
called the Braille cell. The size of the Braille Cell is about 7x5 mm. The six dots of the
cell are numbered vertically 1, 2, 3 and second column 4, 5, 6 and looks as follows:

1. 4
2 .5
3' .6
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The alphabet is:

a

0 0 P 0
0 9

. .

1

4
9 9 9.. u .

. . * a

Z%

It is interesting to note that some of the dots or combinations are not included in the
alphabet buX used as abbreviations or special symbols; such as dot 6, 3 4 5 6, 2 5 6 or 2.
The reason is simple but it takes the mind of a genius like Braille to work it out.

Dot 6 is the capital sign
. .

. .

.

Dots 3 4 5 6 are the number sign
.

Dots 2 5 6 are the period

Dots 5 6 are the letter sign

Dots 3 4 are the slant it means per
. .

Dots 2 5 + p is percent

Dot 2 is the comma

.

If we come back to the first ten letters of the alphabet, a to j, and we apply the
number sign before these letters then they become number 1 to 0:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
. a . .0.0.. .00. . 0 e ti., 9

When we use the capital sign, dot 6, before a letter, it becomes capitalized, as you
will note later (ampere, volt, watt, etc.)

Naturally, there are many Braille rules and I will mention only a few. All rules are
approved by the socalled Braille authority. The Braille metric symbols must be the same
everywhere--but for certain reasons not exactly the same as the SI metric symbols. For
instance, in English m cannot be used as such for the symbol of the meter. In fact, in
different metric sentences it has to be used in different ways.

For example, "The length of this room is 5 m." or "The symbol of the meter is m." One
of the basic differences in Braille is that the metric symbol precedes the figure--the same
as our normal way of pricing by putting the dollar sign before the amount. Therefore, in
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Braille we will not say 5 m 'but m 5. If we talk about length or other measurements and we
write the symbol and follow it with the figure, then we do not use the letter sign before
the m, as it is natural in this case that the m or kg, etc. stands as a measurement symbol,
but we have to use the number sign before the figure. The length of this room is m, number
sign 3 4 5 6, and the figure 5. But, if we say the symbol of the meter is m, then the m
has to be preceded with the letter sign of 5 6, as no figure appears after the m.

From the above two sentences you see two different usages of the m as the symbol of the
meter. In one case without a letter sign before it but followed with a number sign and a
number. In the other case with a letter sign before the m. You'll ask why don't we form
the second sentence the same as the first. The reason is very simple. The m was "sold out"
for another purpose much earlier than the Braille metric process began. The.m alone stands
for "more" and is a world-wide Braille abbreviation which naturally cannot be changed.

Any figure we write in Braille has to be preceded with the sign for which the figure
stands, for instance the m, 1, kg, etc. In other words, and this is very important, in
Braille the symbol comes first every time.

The length of this room is 5 m.

in Braille m 5

The symbol of the meter is m.

in Braille

(m + number sign + 5)

(letter sign + m)

Exponents like in m2 or m3 cannot be written in Braille. Either we write it out or we
use sq m for square meter or cu m for cubic meter, etc. For temperature we either write out
degree Celsius or dgC, which is accepted in Braille.

Braille has the same spacing between each word as regular writing but there is no space
between sign and figure.

The-following are Braille writings of different metric symbols:

kilogram (kg) gram (g) milligram (mg) li/er (1)

* is

it

(m11; meter (m)

. .

.

. . . .

millimeter (mm)

.

centimeter (cm).e.
-

kilometer (km)

.

kilometer per houi- (km/h)
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Two or more letters do not get a letter sign (ml, mm, cm) unless the}, can be confuse.,,i
with a Braille abbreviation.

ampere (A)

watt (N)

joule (J)

0

. .

. . .
. .

Volt

kilowatt (kW)

.

0

.

. 0
. .

megajoule (NI.J)

hertz (Hz) S .

.

candela (cd)
. . .

hectare (ha)

megavolt (MV) 0
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kilohertz (ldHz)

megahertz (Wz)

Metric ton (t)

. .

- 0 , .

. . .

gigajoule ((J)

. 0 .
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METRIC IN SPORTS AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Fred Burgee
Frederick High School

Frederick, Maryland 21701

As a physical education teacher, I am particularly pleased to be here and to share for
a few minutes with you a learning experience that the Physical Education Department of the
t..ederick High School has conducted earlier this year. More important, though, I hope that

we all realize the potential physical education activities have in providing students with
an opportunity to experience metric measurements in the areas of recreation, physical edu-
cation and athletics.

During the spring of 1974, one of the mathematics teachers at Frederick High School,
Mr. Clyde Baker, attended a conference on metric. On his return, Mr. Baker made a presen-
tation to the faculty at Frederick High School. He made certain comparisons to the yard
and the meter; he explained the status of the metric movement; and, more importantly, he
challenged each of us to use metric in our classes. I am probably the only person on the
program today that has never attended a metric conference before and I must take a little
pride in that, I guess. My previous experiences with metric have been, first, watching the
Olympic games on TV, as most of us have done. The Olympic games use the metric system
exclusively. My second experience was advising some of the members of my wrestling team (I
coach wrestling) when they attend post-season wrestling tournaments where metric weight
classes are used rather than the customary weight classes used by high schools. My third
experience with metric has been that, as a swimming instructor I tell my students that the
American Red Cross recommends when you are diving from a one meter board, you should be
diving into 12 feet of water. And it is recommended that when you are diving from a three
meter board, you should be diving into 14 feet of water. There are surely some cross
references here.

Following Mr. Baker's presentation, the Physical Education Department of Frederick
High decided in the.fall of 1974 to conduct a little experiment in metric to try to get
the reactions of the students to listening to the results of athletics contests in terms
of metric, and to familiarize them some with metric measures. We chose two groups to
participate in this little experiment. One--a group of girls; one--a group oC boys. Both
groups were in grades 10 through 12. The girls participated in two parts of the national
physical fitness test. This was a soft ball throw and the standing broad jump. These
tests were conducted by Ms. RaeAnn Rippeon who is a female physical education teacher at
our school. For my area, I selected the punt, pass and kick competition which, of course,
is football.

Our intentions in this experience were mot to get the students involved in trying to
convert metric measures we were going to give them to feet and inches. The only conver-
sions that were done in this experiment were done by myself--in an attempt to change the
existing feet and inches measurements for the soft ball throw, the standing broad jump,
punt, pass and kick into the metric system so the students would have something by which
to compare. I must give some recognition to Mr. John Maurey, who is an employee of the
National Bureau of Standards. He heJped me in my conversions and made my job doing this
much easier. The only instrument for measure was a 300 foot measuring tape that had metric
readings on the bottom side of it. Maybe For this metric conference, I should say the
metric readings were on side of it and the feet and inches were on the bottom side.

Prior to conduct ev.nts I met with my group of men. I pointed out to them that
the Olympics games wer_ aLl conducted in metric. I told them that metric was a thing of
the future and now wr.s the time for us to get the jump on it--a head start on it. Most of
the response and discussion that followed were negative. They weren't really sure why we
wanted to do this; how this would benefit them, etc., but all the students did agree to the
project and were very willing to help me.

Usually we conduct the punt, pass and kick competition on a football field. But thls
would somewhat defeat my purposes because football fields are marked off in yards. I moved
the tournament to an open field that had no markings on it. It took me awhile to explain
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this to my students also. I schooled my student aides briefly on reading the metric systm
or reading the meters. They had a little difficulty at first in their readings. When I
would throw the football, I was getting things like 58.5 yards and it took awhile for them
to get the right idea with my corrections, but eventually it came. As we say in physical
education, the human mind and body will quickly adapt to new situations and I found this
true with my student aides. Not only this but the other students became fascinated with my
being able to read using the new system and they all wanted to become involved, and I let
them do it as they wished.

If we must measure the results of our many experiments, I would say that what we did
was successful. I found that small groups of students during the competition were
gathering in the locker room waiting for the dismissal bell to ring and they were dis-
cussing the results of their throws and kicks in terms of metric. I approached the groups
whenever I heard them doing this. I complimented them on their rapid adjustment to the new
terminology and with one exception I was very pleased with the way they had picked it up.
One young man, who had thrown the football exceptionally well on a particular day, was
standing and I approached him and said, "Gee, that was a great throw you made today!"
Today it went 58.7 meters, an0 he said, "Coach, (he sort of put his head down) 58.7 meters
isn't too good when you consider that last year I threw it 60 yards." So it is obvious
that from this statement we in physical education are a long way off.

We have some work to do but I do feel that the Physical Education Department of
Frederick High School has surely gotten our feet wet. There is much more to be done and
next year the Physical Education Department will use metric meas."res for our physical fit-
ness testing, for our cross country unit, for our punt, pass and kick competition, and
especially our track and field. Our physical education team has picked as its special pro-
ject to mark our 440 yard track so that we can have starting points to run suchevents as
the 1500 meters, the 400 meters, 100 meters, 60 meters, etc. I say that we are going to
put these markings on our track temporarily because the varsity people have yet to accept
metric as we physical educators have. I am sure though that in the very near future the
varsity sports, particularly track', will be accepting the metric system and that tracks
will be built and will be measured using the metric measurements. I feel that the metric
experience in physical education will definitely complement the teaching that is done in
the other areas. I thank you very much.
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METRICATION AND STATE DEPARTMENTS OF EDUCATION

Audrey V. Buffington
State Department of Education
P.O. Box 8717, BWI Airport
Baltimore, Maryland 21240

It's time to "Go Metric," especially in education. This view is obviously shared by the
educational agencies of all 50 states since some commitment, formal or informal, has been
made by each of them. Through the cooperation of many persons and organizations the
conversion to the metric system can be smooth and painless.

In Maryland, the State Board of Education exhibited leadership and foresight by passing
a Resolution in August 1973 resolving that we must be metric "in all phases of public educa-
tion not later than 1980." A State Metric Committee with representation from many sectors of
society formulated a comprehensive plan which was accepted by the State Board of Education
in October 1974. The State Committee felt very strongly that education should move in concert
with public awareness and need. To move too fast could cause confusion and resistance; to
move too slowly could cause anxiety and delay. Therefore, an annual review of the State
Metric Plan will be made to evaluate progress and to recommend changes necessitated by
national plans for and rate of metrication.

Consideration in a state plan for metrication of public education must be given to
(1) timing, (2) education, and (3) support. Even then, there will be problems that have no
easy and immediate solution.

Timing

The time allowed in your state for conversion to The International System of Units (SI)
as interpreted for the United States by the National Bureau of Standards, previously and
hereafter referred to as the metric system, must be divided into three periods. One period
must provide for awareness, one for general training, and one for specific training.

During the awareness period, programs using a soft, low-key approach must be provided to
overcome fears, reluctance to change, and negative attitudes expressed by professionals in
the school system and others in the community. The fears and reluctance may result from
inadequate and/or false information and no doubt are closely tied to the reported costs of
conversion. The lack of knowledge of SI, its advantages to education and the economy, its
present and future applications, and the misunderstanding of our one main reason for going
metric are additional causes. Often, the negative attitudes are a result of school-day
memories where instruction in the metric system was dull and tedious as a result of emphasis
on conversion activities between the customary system and the metric system. The assignments
were difficult and boring due to the involved calculations and the need for memorization of
many facts--units of the customary system, unrelated and arbitrarily selected; units of the
metric system, interrelated and consistent; factors, numerous and "multidigited," that are
needed to convert from units in one system to comparable units in the other.

The concerns can be overcome as their causes are challenged and explained in programs
provided to meet the needs of the many specific audiences being addressed.

The general training would provide the information needed in everyday life. It would
involve instruction in metric units of length, area, volume, mass, and temperature that
every person should know. It could also provide instruction in units of time, our monetary
system, and our numeration system, none of which will change. Present and future applications
of the metric units will play an important part in developing understanding.

Specific training will be provided to persons who need it at the time when it is needed.
Business and industry fully support this idea and are focusing on it in their metrication
activities. In education the specific training needed by persons in the vocation and technical
fields will vary greatly from that needed by those in the scientific field, ... To require
all in education to take the same comprehensive course would be costly in terms of money,
time, and energy and few benefits would be derived.
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Support

Metrication activities in education are widely accepted when support and encouragement
are given by the State and Local Boards of Education, by school administrators at the local
and school level, by institutions of higher education, by educational organizations, by
parents and by mass media.

In Maryland, we are very fortunate in respect to support. The State Board of Education,
as previously mentioned, initiated metrication through the passage of a resolution. Local
boards of education, at least all but one, have given full support to the provision of
inservice activities for employees at all levels, usually with concentration on the training
of teachers.

Administrators have cooperated by attending and/or making provisions for others on their
staff to attend workshops for curriculum development and revision and workshops in content
and teaching techniques. Many have cooperated in and/or conducted extensive awareness
programs. "Metric weeks" have been occurring in many individual schools through the efforts
of teachers and the encouragement of the administration.

Some programs have already been provided for parent groups at their request. The support
of many parents will be solicited and, hopefully, received through communications with them
via meetings, newsletters, programs, school visitations, ... It is imperative that they be
involved from the beginning to avoid the "backlash" which resulted from the introduction of
"new math" into the curriculum without their knowledge or understanding.

In Maryland, we have also been fortunate in that many state and local activities have
received television and/or newspaper coverage. Much more use of mass media needs to be made,
however.

There is no doubt that institutions of higher education will lend their support in the
provision of preservice and inservice programs for teachers. Close cooperation, however,
needs to be maintained to assure that these programs provide the information and techniques
that are being required of Maryland public school teachers.

Education

There are three components in education that must be included in metrication plans--
personnel, curriculum, and materials.

Persons involved in education at all levels and in all capacities must receive information
related to the awareness phase at the earliest possible moment. General training must then
begin according to a comprehensive plan to assure thoroughness, timeliness, and completeness.

Those persons involved in teaching the metric system at the primary and intermediate
levels and those involved in mathematics and science instruction at the secondary level may
need specific training first, with those in measurement-related fields, such aF home
economics, machine shop, drafting, following a close second.

Whether such instruction is provided by local education agencies or institutions of
higher education, there must be several objectives that are accepted. Teachers must be
taught as they are expected to teach; they must be taught using the same totally-metric,
activity-oriented approach that they are expected to use with students.

Videotapes of the workshop I conducted repeatedly for many educators in Maryland have
been given to each local education agency. These can be used for inservice by local education
agencies and/or individual schools. Similar programs may be provided in other states via
videotape of ITV.

In Maryland, the development and revision of curricula is the responsibility of each of
the 24 local education agencies. This needs to be done at the earliest possible time,
however, to insure a sequential development of the measurement strand K-12 and to assure that
skills in decimal and fractional notation and computation have been so sequenced as to
provide for the best possible programs. The teaching of measurement cannot be a one-shot
deal but must be a continuous program beginning with the primary grades where many activities
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are provided which will teach the concept of measurement with emphasis on vocabulary
development (long, short, longer, shortest, full, ...) and on the use of non-standard units.
As the need for standard units is realized, formal instruction in the metric system can
begin. This instruction will be extended in the intermediate grades. Presently in the
secondary schools, fundamental activities need to be planned for the many students who have
little or no knowledge of the metric system. The activities will be extended and/or revised
as the students enter the secondary school with a better and better understanding of measure-
ment.

Students in colleges and universities, persons in adult education programs, In continuing
education programs, and others will also need planned courses in the metric system. These
must be developed by interested and competent persons in charge of instruction in each of
these programs.

The selection of measurement materials to supplement those presently in use and/or those
available from science kits must be wisely made. Many materials now on the market.either
are not consistent with already established objectives or are in error due to a lack of
research and/or expertise. Such materials could do more harm than good if used.

The Maryland State Department of Education is anxious andomost willing to provide
assistance and advice related to any or all of the areas of concern--personnel, curriculum,
and materials.

As mentioned before, even with careful and prompt attention given to all of the above,
problems may still arise. One will undoubtedly be related to research, or lack of it, in
developing a revised scope and sequence based on required changes in the teaching of
fractions and decimals necessitated by the introduction of a base-10 measurement system.
Commercial textbook companies are urged to be involved in such research and to use the
results to produce materials that are appropriate and accurate.

Another problem may be the caliber of classroom instruction. Presently, motivation and
interest, are high on the part of teachers and many are teaching the metric system; some,
unfortunately, without the benefit of recent training and carefully selected materials. It

is impossible to monitor every teaching situation to see that paper-pencil conversions are
not being taught, to see that only approved units znd srnbols are being used, to see that
interesting activities are being provided, ... This problem, I hope, will be short-lived.

I was asked to share with you my ideas on introducing the metric system into state
departments of dducation and into mathematics. This I have done. Hopefully, it was
sufficiently specific to be of value.

I was also asked to share experiences of recent conversion activities with you. To date,
I have provided workshops and/or sessions in the metric system for more than 1600 persons in
Maryland and for more than 1850 persons in 17 other states, including Alaska where I taught
a one-semester hour course for the Anchorage School District through the University of
Alaska.

Many, many persons come to the workshop with fear and trembling but, fortunately, with
a desire to learn. I asked only that each participant keep an open mind and be as actively
involved as time and space allowed. This approach has been successful with 99 percent of
the participants. I observed that the fears and anxieties were primarily related to questions
like "Why should the United States convert to the metric system?", "Wkat are the advantages
of going metric?", "How will I learn the system so I can teach it?" Such questions can be
answered lnd the persons with whom I have worked seemed to be content with the answers I gave.

I have noted, too, that the teachers are really very task-oriented. They want something
more than fun and games; they want an honest, straight-forward approach to the teaching of the
metric system which includes content and techniques..

State departments of education have a valuable and important leadership role, lending
support and assistance to any school system that needs and/or requests it. This leadership
role should reflect the dedication, interest, and desire that exists to make metrication in
the field of public education efficient, effective, and enjoyable.
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METRICATION IN A LOCAL EDUCATION AGENCY

Thomas E. Rowan, Mathematics Supervisor
Montgomery County Public Schools
850 Hungerford Drive, Room 236

Rockville, Maryland 20850
INTRODUCTION

Montgomery County is a large suburban school system serving approximately 120,000
students in grades kindergarten through 12. There are approximately 145 eletaentary and
55 secondary schools in the county. Approximately 2200 elementary and 450 secondary
teachers teach mathematics in these schools. Administrative and supervisory services are
provided through a semi-decentralize,I organization which includes a central office and six
area offices.

This picture of our county school system is provided only.for the purpose of setting
the scene for the comments which are to follow. Many of the decisions we have made have
obviously been influenced by the nature of our school system.

As we considered the question of metrication for Montgomery County Schools, we first
looked at the question of timing. Should we move ahead without plans, or should we await
action by the Congress, or at least await action by national curriculum leaders in mathe-
matics education? We decided that the schools should act now for two basic reasons. First,

schools have a responsibility to provide thoughtful leadership. They cannot sit back and
ride with the current. Secondly, the schools must educate students for the future, and the
future will be metric, whether or not Congress fulfills its responsibility for leadership.

We began our planning for metrication by first recognizing the need for consideration
of at least four main categories: community relations, curriculum, methods of teaching,
inservice, and instructional materials. We placed community relations at the top of our
list because we felt the metric impact upon the community would be an important factor and
because we felt community input would be very important in the development of curriculum,
especially at the secondary school level.

Community Relations

One of the first actions taken was the formation of a citizens' advisory committee.
This committee was proposed to, and approved by, our county board of education, which is
made up of elected citizens. The discussion of the need for the committee, and the
eventual report of the committee to the board, served as vehicles to educate board members
on the need for metrication in the schools. The citizens' advisory committee included
parents, teachers, representatives of local businesses and industries, a representative of
the State roads department, a representative from higher education, and curriculum special-
ists from the school system. An unfortunate oversight was the failure to include elementary
or secondary school principals. Principals are the school-level instructional leaders in
Montgomery County, and should have been included.

The citizens' advisory committee met approximately monthly for a full year and then
reported to the Board of Education. A calendar for school metrication was proposed, along
with five recommendations regarding aspects of the change.

Suggested Calendar of Change - Montgomery County Metric

10-12 Minimal Metric Training 1974-75
K-3 Metrication of Instruction 1975-76
4-6 Metrication of Instruction 1977-78
7-9 Metrication of Instruction 1979-80

The proposed calendar attempted to take into account the need for immediate action with
respect to students who would be graduating within the ensuing few years, and the desir-
ability of phasing into a continuous program which wotild move through the grades with the
younger children. We now know that, for a variety of reasons, we will not meet the recom-
mendation for metrication of K,3 instruction by 1975-76. We are now planning to meet that
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recommendation as a county by 1976-77, although many schools within the county will make the
original deadline. One of the problems which necessitated postponement was related to
inservice training of teachers. The other committee recommendations dealt with adult edu-
cation (correlate with-federal legislation - or perhaps school changes), cooperation with
county government agencies, consulting with non-county agencies, coordination with the
State Department of Education,.and planning in the area of career education.

Summary of Recommendations Citizens' Advisory Committee

1. Offer adult education programs correlate these with federal
legislation - work through PTA groups when possible.

2. Assist county government agencies to train other county employees
as needed.

3. Consult with public and private agencies in a consultative capacity
as need arises and time permits.

4. Coordinate with the Maryland State Department of Education and meet
1980 deadline.

5. Make career-related instruction metric as appropriate .o the
particular career.

Curriculum

The category in which we have probably made our best progress is that of curriculum
development. One reason ehat I feel so good about our progress in this category is the
fact that we were (and are) in the final stages of'revision of our program objectives.
This means that our metric changes.will be fully incorporated into a curriculum document
which will be printed and made available to schools in the fall of 1975. Thus the offi-
cial school mathematics program for grades K-b will be fully metric beginning next school
year. Some of the main features of the objectives (see Table I) we have established
include:

1. Many early experiences with comparisons and non-standard units.

2. First expectancy of performance with standard metric units in
grade two.

3. Introduction of decimal fractions early in grade four and use
of them in renaming metric units.

4. Postponement of adding and subtracting common fractions with
unlike denominators (until junior high).

5. Earlier introduction of computation with decimal fractions.

6. Treatment of customary units as a second measurement system.

Particular interest has been generated by our decision to begin decimal fraction
computation in grade four and to postpone addition and subtraction of fiactions with
unlike enominators until the junior high school level. We feel this is a logical sequence
for a metric curriculum. We could find no practical or mathematical reason to do the com-
plicated fractional algorithms as early as has been traditional. Our junior high school
teachers have generally reacted favorably, since they have always Felt a need to do a great
deal of reteaching of this part of the program anyway. It may now be possible to approach
the task with techniques which are more akin to algebra for those students for l'hom this
would be appropriate. Some people point out that we are now out of phase with texts. While
this is true, we are hopeful that text authors will move in the same direction soon. It
seems quite logical that they would. We are also forced to consider the fact that we in
Maryland have a state-wide accountability program which uses the Iowa Test of Basic Skills.
After a careful review of the test, we feel that'our fraction and decimal shifts will not
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COMMON DECIMAL METRIC
GRADE FRACT IONS FRACTIONS ME 4SUREMENT

Compares
Equalizes

length
weight
capacity
temperature

1

3

4

1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/10
writes and orders

2/3, 3/4, 3/10, 5/10, etc.
meaning of numerator

and denominator

3/2, 1 1/2

1/3 = 2/6 = 3/9

9/12 = 3/4

5

1/6 + 3/6

3/2 1/2

2/3 x 1/2

3/4 = 0.75

imn-standard
I. nits length

meter (m)
ceAtimeter (cm)

r.on.standard
units weight

Gomparisons
with liter

kilometer (km)
125 = 1 m, 25

gram (g)
Kilogram (kg)

liter (I)

0.1, 0.001

1,3:5 2.68
+ 2.11 + 5.09

6.81
1.08

0.0001

18.036
+ 3.105

9.053
2.192

6

1000 mm = 1 m

125 cm = 1.25 m

sq. cm

1000 ml = 1 I

6.813
x 2.130

perimeter

area

volume

cm2, cm3

1 1/3 x 5 5/6 1.2P.016

7

3/4 + 5/6

7/8 2/3

5/6 + 1/8

metric ton

1000 mg = 1 g

extensions
applications
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career education staff is watching developments in the various careers very closely. Our

physical education staff has done some local school projects using metric measurements and
plan to move with curriculum changes in the near future. Our driver education staff has
asked the mathematics division to review its materials so that initial changes may be made
in curriculum development sessions which are to be held this summer. Resource teachers and
department heads in industrial and home arts have participated in inservice workshops con-
ducted by the mathematics staff this year.

We have one elementary school which requested, and received, permission to become
totally metric in grades K-3 during the 1974-75 school year. This was done to evaluate
methods, materials, and student and community impact. The principal of that school,
Mrs. Kelly Guido, is also on the program of thi4s conference.

Finally, we are in the process of developing a set of nine television lessons on the
metric system. These lessons are being produced mainly for use with juniors and seniors in
high school who are not, enrolled in mathematics classes. They are designed to provide a
minimal metric background to those students. The nine lessons are generally 8-10 minutes
in length and will be used by the schools on an independent basis.

All in all, Montgomery County Public Schools are moving toward metrication in a
reasonably organized and progressive manner. There are some areas in which we need to do
more planning and coordination. We are very anxious to have federal legislation so that
we will know with more certainty how and when metrication will proceed in the community.
We know this could save us money and improve our community relations, but we are not
waiting on it. We are moving ah.,:ad with the program we feel is appropriate under existing
circumstances.
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REMARKS BY SENATOR CLAIBORNE PELL
at the

METRIC EDUCATION CONFERENCE

I am delighted at this opportunity to participate in this conference on metric
education.

As an advocate in the Senate of metric conversion for the past 14 years, I find this
conference more than encouraging. When I came to the Senate in 1961 and introduced my first
metric conversion legislation, a conference of educators, businessmen, and government
officials interested in conversion to metric measur1.11nts could have been amply housed in a
telephone booth about one meter square.

Today, the attitude toward metric conversion has changed dramatically in American
business, in education, and in government. Just two months ago I speka at the First Annual
Conference of the American National Metric Council in Washington. :ilat meeting was attended
by several hundred businessmen, including representatives of some of the largest corporations
in our country.

General Motors, Ford, Rockwell International, Sears Roebuckthese are among the
corporations that have already committed themselves to a program of conversion to metric

measurements.

And here today, we have a similar gathering of the education community.

The fact that these meetings are being held and are being attended by leaders in the
fields of business and education conveys a message: The message is that we are past the
point of debating whether we should convert in this nation to metric measurements.

Conversion to metric measurements, I believe, is well underway in the United States.
The discussion now centers on how we can best manage the conversion to metric measurements
in business, in education, and in the everyday life of Americans.

The extent of metric conversion activity--in business, in education, and in state and
local governments--is, I think, really remarkable in light of the fact that it is taking
place in the absence of a definitive national policy.

It is a tribute to the initiative, the foresight, and the energy of the private sector
and of state and local governments, including educators, that so much is being done to
prepare for and to implement metric conversion.

At the same time, I believe there is almost universal agreement that metric conversion
would be more effective, and better managed, if the Federal ament Fulfilled its
responsibility to establish a clear national policy for our . .an of weights and measures.

There is a limit to what can be accomplished by the sommendahle conversion efforts cf
individual groups and corporations without a framework of national conversion policy aad
national conversion planning. We are rapidly approaching that limit, and for that reason I

think it iricreasingly important that national metric conversion legislation be enacted
during this Congress.

It is because of my conviction that the Federal government has an essential role to
play in helping to plan, coordinate, and facilitate conversion to metric measurements, tht
I have introduced again in this Congress S. 100--a bill with a nice round decimal numbe
a metris conversion bill.

This bill is, I believe, the most comprehensive metric conversion legislation intr,,duced
in the Congress. It calls for a mandatory, 10-year conversion, under a comprehensive plan to
In developed by a .tetric Conversion Board, subject to Congressional approval.

The bil: also provides for some measure of government conversion assistance in the form
of an increasz:d investment tax credit, SBA loans to small businesses, and SBA grants to
individual craftsmen and workers to defray retooling expenses.
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In all E,ankness, I Must say that I do not expeet that the Congress will approve thislegislation i;'1
the form in which it was introduced. I.was well aware, when I introduced

the hill, th,c modifications and compromise would be required to gain approval of thecongress.
li

lakit I believed it important, at. the outset, to plce on the record the legisla-bel d to be optimum.I ieve.

The r
eel question that confronts us in making a prognosis on metric conversionlegislation is not whether this Congress will approve metric conversion legislation, but

what kind of metric
legislation this Con gress will approve.

As I h
-eve stated, I believe compromises will have to be made to secure passage in thiscongress of aletric conversion legislation. At the same time, however, I do not believe weshould retreet one centimeter

from the long-term objectivelegislation that will assist in
tn
,e conversion

of our system of measurements to a predominantly metric system within areasonable pariod of time.

It is understatement to say that the road to metric conversion in the United States
has °!,t,23,eell a sMooth one. It w Mas on arch 3, 1817, that the United States Senate directed
gsOfTy-'fivoef. state John Quincy Adms to undertake a study of weights and measures. It was
nea' y s later,ear , on F".bruary 22, 1822, that Secretary Adams submitted his detailedreport to c
enchesiastic

-on,ress. John Quincy Adams, on the basis of his detailed personal study, was an
Lpporter of the metric system.

But evae

adoption of
Adams recognized the need for compromise and for a gradual approach to

the m
h.

etric system. Accordingly, although his report brimmed wit admiration o:
the

metric he recommended adoption of the existing English system in theunited States" 41 6
wh--e t-e government proceeded with consultation with other nations toward

establishment n uniform, international system based on the metric system.

As he
in his report to the Congress; speaking of the adoption of the metric system

in r

"That it is worthy of their acceptance is believed to be beyond question.But oplei,nn
is the que-en of the world; and the final prevalence of the systembeyond the boundaries of France's power must await the time when the example

of Its banefits, long and practically enjoyed, shall acquire that ascendancyover the opinion
of other nations."

John Adattle F
o- course, was correct in his vision. The metric system now has acquiredascendan ey -

0er the opinion of other nations to the point where the United States is theonly major hon_metric nation of the world.

And, he t. the United States, we are now ready, I believe, to make thejjcV COMM1trtleac to convert to a predominantly metric system.

we have
teached this point gradually, step by step.

/ recall that when I first came t.o the Senate 14 years ago, my objective in regard tomer1C s,
-,tem, WaS passage of conversion legislation. I was persuaded that conversion
Is'es not immediately possible. As a first step, therefore, working with former4:1:resentative reorge P. Miller of California, I introduced legislation providing for a,,irTlprehensiev

, udY of the advantages and disadvantages of conversion to metric. In 1968,
that legisation vas adDpted

.

under the authority of thaz act, the National Bureau of Standards produced an oxcellent
aqd thorat!gh te_ott entitled "A Metric America." That report has had a profound impact inelerating movem.-,p.. :oward metric conversion. The study had the effect of persuadingE%ecutive 8rench to advocate metric conversion as Administration policy, and the report
4ve everYona eonfidence that metric conversion in the United States is a matter of serious,

Practical Policy consideration.

In the i
Congress 1 took another step forward--and a very important step As part,,t

o Aptendments of 1974, I proposed a metric education program to be administered

we
.Educa-4

gh the on
throu ation in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
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That program was adopted by the Congress, and it includes this significant statement
of findings by the Congress:

"that the metric system will become the dominant system of weights and
measures in the United States."

The bill also included this statement of policy, which I think is equally significant:

"It is the policy of the United States to encourage educational agencies
and institutions to prepare students to use the metric system of measurement
with ease and facility as a part of the regular educational program."

We authorized a modest sum--$10 million a year for three years--for grants to educational
institutions for metric education programs. The 1.udget for fiscal year 1976, now working
its way through the Congress, includes $2 million for the first year of the program.

The Congress, as you can see, has already established as national policy one vitally
important element in conversion to the metric system of measurements. It is a formal
objective of the United States to train students to use the metric system.

I think this is vitally important, because metric education is the bedrock upon which
any successful and effective conversion to metric measurements must be built.

It is inevitable, I believe, that the children who today live in a nation of inches,
yards, and quarts will be living and working as adults in a nation and a world of centimeters,
meters, and liters.

One purpose of education is to prepare the children of today for the world of tomorrow.
If that purpose is to be fulfilled, metric education is essential.

Another vital phase of metric conversion is adult and public education. Metric
conversion in the United States will be accomplished over a period of years, probably ten
years or less, judging from the experience of other nations that have undertaken national
conversion programs. Obviously, in such a conversion, programs to inform the public
generally and to retrain workers will be important.

You educators have an important role to play in conversion to metric measurements. To
a great extent it will be your job to teach to the American people a whole new language of
measurements.

The interest and enthusiasm you have shown by participating in this conference is an
indication that this is an educational challenge you are willing and able to meet.

lo be fully successful, however, metric education must take place within the framework
oie comp;..c'eensive national program of metric conversion. For that reason I think it is
impor...nt rhat effective metric legislation be enacted by the Ccngress.

Such legislation, I believe, should include the following provisions:

(1) A recognition of the reality of metric conversion that is already taking place in
'this nation.

(2) Establishment of a formal government policy of conversion to a predominantly metric
system of measurements within a reasonable but specified time period.

(3) Government leadership and participation in assisting industry, education, state and
local governments, and labor in planning and coordinating metric conversion.

I am optimistic that this 94th Congress will be the Congress that will formally adopt
such a policy.
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John Quincy Adams, in his 1822 report to the Congress, envisioned the day of a single,
worldwide system of measurements in which: "one language of weights and measures will be
spoken from the equator to the poles, and which will furnish the links of sympathy between
the inhabitantq of the most distant regions..."

When the United States finally begins its conversion to the metric system, that vision
will be on the way to fulfillment.
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SUCCEWUL EXPERIENCES IN TEACHING METRICS IN HOME ECONOMICS

Clinita A. Ford
FlOrida A&M University

Tallahassee, Florida 32307

1. Philosophy

Education is not static. It is constantly on the move. One of the joys of teaching is
that you are always learning new things or modifying that which you already know or going
back to the way it was before you changed to the way it is--or you're taking the naw and
making old applications--or even taking the old and making new applications. The latter is
about where we are today in the teaching of metrics in home economics. Metrics is an old
thing that has been around for years. It didn't just happen: We just had not bothered to
notice it in home economics except where we had to; for example in dietetics the measurements
are commonly in metric units.

Now we can see it just over the hill and coincidentally "on the hill," too, where it's
been stuck for a while. Even though metrics was legalized in the U.S.A. with the Metric
Act of 1866, it has never been mandatory. Unfortunately, now that new life is being breathed
into the olds, it has a frightening and terroiizing effect particularly on those who have not
routinely used metrics. Recognizing this as generally true for home economists, I planned an
inservice training workshop for home economics teachers in the state of Florida. The work-
shop, conduceed the summer of 1974, was conceived with the idea of dispelling fear and
developing receptiveness to metrics.

Since that beginning point with the intention of offering a two-week teacher training
workshop, we have found ourselves offering metrics every quarter as a regular university
course, open to all students. The positive spin offs, side effects, and multiplier effects
have far exceeded any expectation I had at the time of planning the initial workshop.

2. Objectives

It was expected, as a result of the workshop experience that the participants would:

1. Acquire general knowledge of basic metrics.

2. Gain fundamental skills in the use of metrics.

3. Relate basic metrics to the teaching of home economics.

4. Acquire familiarity with authentic resources in metrics.

5. Recognize multi-approaches to metrics through utilization of interdisciplinary/
interdepartmental personnel.

6. Experience an involvement in translating metric ELndamentals to the development of
instructional materials for the teaching of home e,onomics.

3. Faculty

The workshop residential faculty consisted of university personnel in home economics and
mathematics. Those in home economics represented several specialization areas, as home
economics education, home and family, consumer education, food and nutrition, dietetics and
clothing.

The consultant staff included (1) academic personnel in mathematics, science education,
metric education, home economics education, psychology, and metric research; (2) administra-
tive personnel from agencies such as the Foodand Drug Administration and U.S. Department of
Commerce (National Bureau of Standards); and (3) national officers from the U.S. Metric
Association, Inc., the American Home Economics Association, and the American Metric Journal.
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The residential staff began its full time work two weeks prior to the workshop. The
first week was intensive metric training and review of resource materials. The second week
was used for planning daily activities and preparing instructional materials.

Together the residential and consultant staffs effectively provided a broad coverage of
topics and activities in basic metrics. All presentations and class sessions related metric
applications to aspects of teaching home economics.

4. Participants

The participants included personnel from the state vocational education department,
inservice home economics teachers, graduate students, student teachers, and a youth group of
senior high school students. The workshop group, inclusive of participating university
faculty, provided a complete circuit of representation of personnel involved in teaching home
economics in secondary schools.

This provided direct involvement of state department personnel with a teacher trainilg
activity for program implementation in the high schools. Through this process, the state
personnel remains actively in touch with what the university is doing in teacher training.
This is more meaningful than just a written report of a teacher training workshop.

The inservice teachers were from schools in various parts of the state. A broad
geographical coverage is beneficial for broad coverage in the implementation of programs.
In this way each teacher can serve as a germinator for the implementation of metrics in
home economics. Additionally, the teachers are assets to the programs as a result of, their
updating, acquiring ideas for a new program thrust and improving their effectiveness as
teachers.

The youth group was invollbae as full time participants in all activities of the workshop.
The group.served a special purpose as the youth monitorf'or special sensors of the workshop.
The purpose of this group was to give feed-back as to the effectivencqs of our work for use
with high school students.

We have learned from other experiences that planning processes should involve the
consumers of services along with the providers of serv'ces. In this regard, it was
considered that since the general purpose of the worksnop was inservice training for teaching
metrics in secondary schools, it was appropriate to have an identifiable group from those to
be served acLively involved in all processes and secure directly from them reactions as to
effectiveLess.

The graduate student participants were all in home economics education. Some had teach-
ing experience and/or home economics extension experience. A few had no professional
experience. All were in a graduate program preparing for high school teaching. In addition
to participating as students, they served also as assistants to the workshop faculty and
consultants.

Student teachers, who are preservice teachers, through participation in the teacher
training workshop prior to graduation gained breadth and depth in their preparation for the
teaching profession. It was an opp,rtunity, toc, for the student teachers to work directly
with inservice teachers and high school students on a peer basis in class. This was a
unique feature which worked well.

5. Organization and Procedures

The workshop was designed to include basic instruction in metrics, audio-visual reviews,
consultant presentations and individual and group activities.

Consultant presentations were presented in the mornings followed by interaction between
the consultant and participants. During the two week period the consultant presentations
included:
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"Visual approaches to metric education.",
"Humanizing metrics: The psychology of change."
"An educational challenge: Metrics in home economics."
"Metrics for the.home economist."
"Status and outlook of metric education with implications for home economics."
"Consumer metrics and its application in home economics programs."
"Metrics and life styles."
"Legislation and implementation of metrics: Impact on the consumer."
"Metrics in the marketplace."
"A perspective of metric concepts, standards, and practices."
"Metrics: New meanings in clothing and textiles."

Audio visual reviews involved the use of slides, films, filmstrips, transparencies, and
cassette tapes; covering numerous topics on metrics. Sometimes these were part of the
consultant's presentation or the instructor's presentation or independent activity of the
participants.

Basic instruction in metrics was scheduled for early afternoon followed by individual
and group activities related to the basic metric instruction for the day. Primary attention
was given to linear, volume, mass, and temperature measurements as most applicable to home
economics activities. However, some coverage was given to cubic, force, and square
measurements.

6. Activities

The workshop activities were developed to be relevant to all aspects of home economics.
Emphasis was on those measurements basic to the daily routine activities of the consumer.
They were plan .ed to stimulate creativity in the expression of metric concepts in home
economics classes. The participants were encouraged to "think" metrics not to "convert" to
metrics.

Group activities were structured for participants to experience several techniques and
approaches to interpreting metrics to high school students. These included role playing,
writing radio and television scripts, preparing instructicnal aids and demonstrating their
use, designing puzzles and games, and creating numerous other metric materials.

A metric treasure hunt was a popular group activity. This was conducted in a home
wherein various household objects were given metric descriptions from which participants had
to recognize the object described and locate it in the houses The descriptions were
challenging and the problems could be solved only through active involvement.

In a cuLriculum project, for each of the seven (7) metric measurements listed above,
participants prepared a list of suggested metric activities for specific areas of home
economics. These were on the high school level. This activity provided practical experience
in applying metric principles to home economics teaching activities.

A metric resource review activity, conducted for a half day, gave the participant.s the
opportunity to become familiar with numerous metric materials and equipment available on the
market. Through handling, examining, and using the resource items they could evaluate the
usefulness of the items. Also, accuracy of information was noted. The collection of
resources included audio-visual materials, print materials, instructional kits, games, and
household metric measurement devices.

The culmination activity was a developmental ...oject designed and made by individual
participants. It was an opportunity fnr each to give creation expression to methods of
including metrics in teaching high school home economics. The projects included charts,
posters, transparencies, songs, games, mini-bulletin boards, mock-ups, and learning activity
packages (LAPs). Each project displayed was described on a 5" x 8" index card as to name,
description, and suggested use.
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7. Evaluation

The kvaluation processes involved as assessment of the effectiveness of the workshop and
the progress of the participants. These were handled through daily inventories, total work-
shop evaluation, and follow-up.

The daily inventories were short quizzes covering basic metric principles covered the
previous class day. However, the quizzes on the first and last days were the same, covering
a broad scope, used to measure participant growth during.the workshop. Those enrolled for
college credit were evaluated, too, on participation, productivity, and performance.

An instrument for the general evaluation of the workshop was distributed on the first,
not the last, day of the workshop. The distribution was handled In this manner so that
participants could do an itemized daily evaluaLion of all aspects of the workshop. The
categories u: items included were: (1.! consultant presentations, (2) instructional activities,
(3) instructional content, and (4) support services. Each of these categories was detailed
item by item. The criteriq uf assessment were: (1) contribution to professional growth,
(2) expan.;ion of professional knowledge, (3) value to improving effectiveness as a teacher,
(4) acquisiLion of nuw/useful ideas, and (5) iaterest appeal. Subjective items asked for
identification of strengths and weaknesses and suggestions for future workshops.

The youth group, described earlier, was given a special evaluative instrament designed
to ass.,ss the relevance of workshop activities for high school youth. The first three
categories of items listed above were used but with criteria different from the general
instrLment.

A follow-up instrument was recently distributed to all home economics teachers who
attended the workshop. The repynses will provide data on the carry over value of the
workshop and basis for evaluation of the implementation of metrics in teaching home economics.
Particularly we shall note unique approaches and techniques, new resources, adaptations to
grade levels, and applications to various areas of home economics.

8. Related Activities

One of the greatest benefits derived from the workshop has been the continuation of
metric instruction through regular course offerings at the university. A consumer metrics
course has been offered each quarter since the workshop. One quarter, by popular demand,
the course was offere: for graduate students. The credit course is opened to all university
students, irrespective of major. However, it has been incorporated into the home economics
curriculum as one of the required core courses for all majors.

Currently, several graduate students engaged in Directed Individual Studies (D1S) are
preparing the following projects or studies:

(1) Sound on slide: The 1974 Consumer Metrics Workshop at Florida A & M University.
(2) Annotated metric resource guide; charts, posters, and kits.
(3) Metric motivation for high school home economics.
(4) Metric involvement of consumer related companies.
(5) Metric cookbook for children.
(6) Metric resource bibliography.

All of the metrics courses are taught jointly by home economics and mathematics personnel.

The Florida A and M University program ha been one of the pioneers in the state of
Flol .da for training home ecoromics teachers in metric education. We intend Lo 0.ontinue and
expand this effort. We are planning as a sequel to last summer's workshop one for this summer
which will deal exclusively with curriculum and progr 1 development in metrics. Our goal
is to keep the home economics teacher equipped to be the greatest service to the gtudents in
preparing them for today and tomorrow.
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SUCCESSFUL EXPERIENCES 1N TEACHING METRIC CONFERENCE

Eugene M. Schanbacher
Industry and Technology
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071

INTRODUCTION

To reflect some of my experiences in teaching metrics, I think it may be helpful to
indicate some circumstantial factors to better understand why I teach what I teach. Therefore,
I should like to present for your consideration the following subtopi:s, which will also set
a course for this discussion.

Industrial Arts
Philosophical Foundations for Teaching Metrics
Content and Concepts in a Basic Course or Unit
Implementation Activities of the Classroom
Some Observ tions

In the course of this presentation, I shall refer to industrial arts at the elementary
and secondary levels as well as the university level. When reference is made to metrics, I
mean SI metrics. My maj,,r objective today is to present several ideas for teaching metrics
in Industrial Arts and oilier subjects which reflect unlimited possibilities for instruction.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS

Since I am representing the curricular area of Industrial Arts, perhaps one of the first
things I should do for those of you not in this field is define that field of study in order
that we may develop a general understanding and a base upon which we may relate and focus
our metric attention.

Industrial Arts is generally considered to be a study of the tools, equipment, materials,
processes, problems, and occupational and technical information of industry for purposes of
general education. It has inherent value for both boys and girls from kindergarten to grade
twelve and beyond. It is not thought to be "specialized vocational" education; however, it
can and does serve as pre-vocational education for many students. It can serve as a function
of exploration of the idividual as well as the practical world about him, development, and
career guidance for virtually all students regardless of their ultimate vo.mtion.

Industrial Arts includes some of the traditional subjects--drafting, metals, graphic
arts, wood, electricity, crafts, plastics, and so on--as well as more contemporary innovations
involving cluster type activity such as World of Manufacturing, World of Constructiol,
Study of Industry, Experimentatiyan and Research, and many others. We all live, inescapably,
in an industrial society.

PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS FOR TEACHING METRICS

There are several premises upon which my metric instruction is based. They are not
necessarily the ultimate; but they serve as a guide for me, and perhaps some of you may
profit from them.

1. Development of metric concepts rather than conversion concept. Certainly there is an
occasional need to know how to convert, particularly for those of us who have learned the
customary system and who relate to it with our tendencies. For the major emphasis, we should
focus our attention on instruction of the proverbial "think metric" and gain basic skill
therein.

2. Metric education should be taught in a manner as simple and uncluttered as possiblc and in
those areas in which there is the greatest need and practical application. Herein lies not
only a great opportunity for industrial arts, but a rather monumental responsibility. The
industrial arts laboratory is a place where young people can learn to measure and visibly see
their results along with direct correlations to practical applications and needs. It is one
of the really natural and meaningful avenues for teaching metric.
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3. Metric is a system of measurement which should generallv_permeate all application facets
of our educational activities. Metrics is not a mathematics subject. Calculation is the
same whether the item be oranges, dollars, feet, or meters. It is not a social science or a
natural science or even an industrial arts subject, as such. Rut it does have implications
for these and nearly all of the other subjects and activities of the educational community.
Therefore, metrics should be implemented where feasible--he it in education or in other
sectors.

4. lan . ot the best ways to learn metric is to use metric. The more a persons uses metric,
the more that person will gain skill and confidence in Lts use. With these attributes,
unv-standing will follow.

5. Metric education should he implemented as rapidly as feasible lest we continue to
EandlUap our consumer and our industrial society. Of particutar concern are our present
young workers, our preservice people, and those youngsters who arc just now learning measure-
ment. It is these youngsters who can benefit over the long,ost period of time. And
incidentally, this last group may have to learn and then unlearn a greater part of a somewhat
outmoded measurement system if implementation is delayed.

Too long we have debated the metric issues in the past. Currently, the issue is not IF
or WHEN, but NOW! and HOW?

Certainly, there are other guides which have merit and can be added to this list. I do
not profess ta have them kil.

CONTENT AND OONCEPTS IN MSIC: COURSE OR UNIT

At this point, I -. t.ke to digre;:s to discuss some of the conditions in which I

operate so that you m cand the nature of our studenLs, and the needs we are attempting
to serve. In the pi Murray State University, we have offered a three-semester hour
workshop for teacls / represented elementary through post-secondary levels: social
science, mathematic.:, home economics, business, vocational-4ndustrial subjects,
industrial arts, and ethers. We offered a three-semester hour course primarily for under-
graduates but open to graduates. Thos,_ students represented industrial arts, home economics,
journalism, mining, mlintenance, chemical technology, and other industrial. workers. In
addition, we havr SOMP institutes off campus along with other parallel functions.

I know of Iv ..o,gle best structure of a metrics course or unit other Lhan that of
following a guide Lo serve individual needs. Here are some of the various areas or units
which I teach at the University level, not necessarily in sequential order.

Status of conversion. Students should develop a positive attitude about metrication. They
should know where the United States presently stands in the world relative to metrication and
be aware of the ill results of a delayed, uncoordinated conversion effort. They should be
aware of the fact that industry is going metric, now, at an increasing rate and that they
should keep informed of the progress in legislation, policies, and guides as reflected by
various states, organizations, manufacturing companies, and the marketplace. Those students
who have particular interests in a given field can profit from becoming informed of the
conversion status, standards developed, and so on, of those fields.

When we think of the United States converting to metric, we frequently get our concept
out of perspective by considering that we are changing from 100 percent customary to 100
percent metric. This is not the case. The United States is now metric, perhaps 20 to 40
percent, and has been metric for years in many fields--photograpdic equipment, pharmacy,
medical, time, electrical, spark plugs, etc. Furthermore we probably never will be 100
percent metric--we will probably not change all the mile sections in Oklahoma, or the feet
measure of property deeds in Kentucky. There are numerous other measurements to which we
have grown accustomed and will no doubt hold over to the next civilization. After an eight
or ten year conversten program, we will then be perhaps 90 to 95 percent converted. So when
we nink about this task, we should keep in mind the amount of conversion to take place
within the eight to ten year period. Would vou estimate 50 percent? 60 percent? 65 percent?
As such, this task is not so great.
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This is the core content of the course. This includes:

I) base ten with deelmal cechaulcs

2 ) prefixes and their values

I) base unit
4) supplemental and derive(1 units

5) ymbois
6) advantages of the metric system

1 will hasten to point out chat I
attm?t to keep this area as simple and basic as

possibly. The system can bccome very complex and the typical student need not get that

:tot/Jived. Let me illustrate, Major emphasi:,i in my cDissus is placed Op the units with

which students have general need, namely, length"(including area and volume) , liquid

capacity, mass, aml possibly temreratnire. it has been estimated that 75 percent of the

world's measurements is confined to these first three units. When dealing with prefixes,

little time is spent eit the use of those other than milli, kilo, and possibly micro. One

e.:-:ception may be the centimeter (centl) since it is a handy unit of metric length. When

dealing with the advantages of the system, the coherence and simplicity is stressed, such as,

one unit times one unit equals one other unit (1 mx1 m-1 1112). Perhaps these itcs will

suflice to give you an idea of coverage of metric principles.

brief history of custoarv and metric systems. Many times history has a way of turning some

people "on" and others "off." Therefore, the nature and degree of teaching this aspect must

be -tempered to the needs of the group being taught. Although the historical aspect is not

the primary content, it does have potential to promote interest, provide humor, develop

affimative attitude, and relate to scientific principles or the lack thereof.

Pi-actices fur written form of metrics. When learning the metric system, emphasis should be

placed on the proper form of expression, particularly the written form. While there are

instances in which an improper usage may cause no significant difficulty, there are other

instances in which one improper usage could result in a monumental proillem. An extreme

example might he the difference between
''megameter" and "millimeter" caused by the capitali

zation of an "m" rather than the lower case form. We should do well that which we do.

Correct usage is important to most industrial arts students when learning metric,

especially if those students are industrial arts teachers. This person is frequently pre

paring lessons, making drawings, and evaluating textbook material. One of the problems we

face now and will continue to face is the proliferation of incorrect use, examples and

applications of metrics.

The primary topics upon which I focus attention relative to written form are: (1)

spelling of units, symbols, and terms; (2) capitalization and punctuation; (3) numerals and

decimal markers; (4) spacing for numerals, woids, and symbols; (5) singular and plural

forms; (6) preferred multiples; (7) specifications and their sequences; and (8) importance

of correct usage.

Metric standards for various fields. Some of our standards are available, while many 'more

are yet to be established. It is desirable for a course to reflect those standards to a

degree commensurate with the needs of the students. A basic industrial arts class may

adhere to common standards while a more technical class would be concerned with more Oetail.

As an example of the latter, a metals class may require standard for threaded fasteners,

gauges of wire, thickness of metal stock, and so on in considerable detail.

Practical utilization. Here, I try to involve students in the utilization of metrics as

much as possible and -in a manner of practical, everyday life and occupational activity.

IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES OF THE CLASSROOM

Frame of reference. My students are encouraged to develop a practical and personal frame of

reference for common units. These references serve a better.purpose if they are personal,

that is to mean, chat the learners feel that they are individually theirs. And it only

follows that they serve a better purpose if they are as practical as possible.
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As An example, le1 ti.; take temperature. All students would probably learn for their
irame oi referend:e the il lug point, frve%lng point, normal body temperature, room comfort.
a hot day, a cold daS., and a few others. Each student can add to his list the temperatures
which relate to his interest or field, for example:

Fisnermanwater temperature for good'fishing or spawning of different species of fish.
Netallurgistmelting point eX selected metals or tempurature for quenching a given tool.
Chefcooking and baking temperatures of various dishes.

As an example of Linear aeasuremints, here is ay frame of reference.

1 mm thickness of a dime
10 am width of smallest fingernail

100 mm width of hand
150 ma hand 1:o tip of thumb
300 ram wrist to elbow

0.5 m bottom of foot to knee joint
1 a right shoulder to base of left thumb

km home to parking lot

Persons can arrive at their own individual references. Reference measurements of the
anatomy are good pecause they are usually with a person when he needs to refer to them.
However, it should be kept in mind that for growing youngsters, they may need to be reminded
that references will have to be adjusted as their anatomy changes.

Other references for the typical student may include such items as the following:

The mass of common items around the office, shop, home, or marketplace.
Usual speeds of automobiles.
Quantities and sizes of items with which they frequently come in contact.

I recommend thdt a frame of reference for a given unit have some,diversity and not be
packed at one or two_points, unless of course those are the most practical ones. These
references should be consistent and serve as a guide or an approximation. If more accurate
measurement is needed, a device should be utilized.

Technique of Estimation. In order for a person to think in metric terms, he should not only
have some understanding of the system but have some degree of competency in its use and
develop some confidence therein. To accomplish this task, I frequently have activities which
require students to overtly make estimations, particularly in the early sessions of the class.
The primary purpose of this activity is not to make good estimators, although that is not
necessarily all bad. It is recognized that some people cannot estimate well even in
customary units, but with only a small amount of practice, they can gain some skill. With
success comes confidence, a positive attitude, and other desirable attributes. This technique
of estimation interfaces very well with the frame of reference which has been established.
Examples of estimation activities are: linear dimensions of wood; thickness of metal; length
and diameter of wire and rod; mass of bolts, books, area of paper; capacity of containers;.
and nearly any common object available.

Utilization of metric measurement. .Industrial Arts, being somewhat unique with tke tools,
equipment, and materials found in its laboratories, is a natural for learning and utilizing
metric measurements such as:

Layout size of lumber with a meter stick
Drawing a detail to a metric scale
Set up a saw to cut 25 mm width
Tapping an 16 metric thread
Ailling 8.75 mm cut and checking with micrometer
Layout printing on metric-sized paper and envelope
Combining quantities of material
Researching products of metric nature

The possibilities for teaching metric in this atmosphere is virtually unlimited. I

encourage students in my classes to take every opportunity to utilize metric, and I encourage
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pr,,pectee n(hc.trial toers to design metric projects and other activities for use

in teacitinr, olemcntArv And .iccondary

here on transparencies are samples of some of the instructional items designed in or

for my metric classes.

p"

Metric scales for draftin;
!letal turning dimensioned for metric micrometer use

Drawirtg of fliutric dot;ign

Chart for metric welding rod
Sneetmetal scoop with metric sizes and area
Kilometer map of the Murray area

100 mm cube of 1 kg mass
Scrapbook of articles about conversion and standards

OESERVArti)::S

Po: the majority of younger students, I
have generally "oversold" the metric system,

kly because most of them had no "customary" hangup.

mattt.t what amount of evidence you produce in an adult class, you will probably have

at least one "doubting Thomas" who feels the metric system will never get off the ground.

Young stu, onts 'IAVit a tendency to pick up metric measurement very quickly.

9 9
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A BASIS FOR SUCCESSFUL TEACHINC OF
VOCATIONAL 71ETRUC EDUCATION

Richard A. Dieffenderfer
The Center for Vocational Education

The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Introduction

In presenting what might be described as a basis for successful teaching ef vocational
metric education, there is a need to establish a perspective of the problems that are dif-
ferent from teaching metrics in other elementary and secondary classes. in setting this
perspective as an objective of this paper:

1. he scope of vocational education training in the United States
will be described;

Teaching success based on performance of job related skills will be
discussed;

3 The considerations involved in determiaing vocational metric content
will be presenteck

4. A series of factors affecting the demand for vocational metric
education will be reviewed; and,

5. Suggested activities for stimulating vocational metric education
will be proposed.

Within the limitation of reasonable time and length this presentation will attempt to
set sume realistic expectations and goals for implementing SI metric training content in
vocational education programs. Due to the complexity of the broad field of vocational edu-
cation, this presentation will attempt to describe metric education problems and concerns
that occupational training programs have in common.

The Field of Vocatrional Education

Publicly sponsored vocational education programs in the United States provide services
to some 12,000,000 students in secondary, post-secondary, and adult level training programs.
In support of this effort there are involved approximately 245,000 professional personnel
responsible for the teaching, administration, coordination, and development of
education programs in the States. The focus of this occupational related training covers
over 200 different vocational education instructional programs divided among seven
tional program service areas. These broad program areas include:

1. Agricultural related occupations;

2. Distributive occupations;

3. Health occupations;

4. Consumer and home economics related occupations;

5. Business and ofrj.ce occupations;

6. Technical education; and,

7. Trades and industry occupations.

At the secondary level these programs emphasize training for entry level employment.
In the post-secondary and adult level Programs emphasis is placed on training for upgrading
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of worker skills, ddvam.ed technical t'raining, and semo entry levet training.

The total scope of all occupational training going on In the country is greatly

increased when we take into consideration other training efforts involving:

illtary related occupational training;

2. Private trade schools and technical institutes:

3. i!ederal, state, And local government training efforts for --

a. Upgrading agency personnel;

b. Training and information programs involving the public;
and, rehabilitation and training programs in special.

schools.

4. Correspon,lence courses in technical areas;

5. Community volunteer service agencies; and,

6. Apprenticeship training programs.

By their nature, vocational education programs present a situation in which the

manipulative skill training and related trade knowledge required to perform occupational

related tasks en the job form the basis for program training objectives that are:

} I. Easily identifiable in setting the direction of the course for the

instructor; and,

2. Present learning goals that are recognized and understood by the

students.

JIlkirn,_Succ.:e.,ss of Vocational letric Education Efforts

The suc'-ess of a vocational education- program is based on its ability to meet training

program obje:Itives in helping the student to:

I. Develop the appropriate level of manipulative skills required;

2. ;.e...rn trade related information and knowledge; and,

3. Acquire good work habits and develop personal relations with

other workers on the job.

The major concerns for metric education in vocational education programs focus on:

i. Acquiring SI metric measurement skills needed to perform occupational

rlated tasks; and,

Developing a knowledge of SI metric needed to "think metric" and make

judgments, estimates, and comparisons oE measurement values in work

related problems.

Successful 'teaching of SI metric content in vocational education programs is to be judged on

how well the training program has prepared the students to succeed on the job.

The suggestions and techniques described in other conference papers for teaching SI

metric measurement skills to secondary School and adult learners are highly appropriate to

students in vocational education programs. A point to be emphasized in vocational edu

cation is the need Eor the teaching of SI metrics through a series of practical application

exercises.
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Successful teaching will also require the application of a curtain amount of COMMOD
sense tu avoid making the learning of SI metrics more difficult than it needs to be for
both the teachers and students. To avoid such pitfalls emphasis should he placed on:

1. Activities teaching accurate usage of Sf metric terminology,
prefixes, and symbols in applied measurement;

2. Adoption of a "think metric" strategy featuring SI metrics as the
primary .reference point for estimating and computing measurement
values;

3. Avoid misplaced precision in equating or converting values between
the U.S. customary and ST metric systems; and,

4. Avoid the unnecessary learning of the terms and symbols for all
metric system prefixes and place values.

The measure of success for the field of vocational education in the United States metri-
cation effort will depend on the ability of vocational educators to:

1. Develop and utilize appropriate SI metric curriculum and instructional
materials;

2. Prepare teachers through inservice and preservice programs to teach
SI metric related training content; and,

3. Develop and organize SI metric education training programs to meet
the needs of students, workers, trainees, and consumers.

Factors Affecting Metric Education Implementation

The basic problem of vocational education teachers and curriculum developers is more
one of determining what SI metric content to teach, rather than what is the best way to
teach SI metrics. This series of concerns focuses on:

1. Identifying the appropriate SI metric content for each occupational
training area;

2. Determining the emphasis to be given to SI metrics in each training
program at this point in time;

3. Analyzing what changes will actually take place in the tecching
content of an occupational area regarding --

a. Measurement related content changes,

b. Changes in trade related product and engineering standards
used, and

c. Revision oE trade related practices and work procedures.

4. Defining the timing of metric implementation scheduled for each occupational
field and related areas;

5. Maintaining the pace of training to match the metric implementation
needs of industry; and,

6. Determining to what extent vocational metric education eEforts can
lead the metrication efforts in each occupational area.

Impact on Vocational Education

It should be recognized that the impact of metricativ on business and industry will
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not be the game across all occupations. This IA also true for vocational education
instructional programs in which students will be required to be familiar with only selected

aspects of the St metric system, and develop measurement skills appropriate to the occupa"

Lion for which they are being trained. ft may be necessary for vocational education
teachers and curriculum.developers to maintain,a perspective of general occupational needs

In order to accurately assess the impact of metrication on the content of their teaching

area. To illustrate this point it is important to remember that:

I. The range of semi-skilled to technical occupations represented in
the variety of vocational education programs means that there will
also be great variance in the impact of metrication on specific
vocational education subject areas;

The impact of metrication on a specific occupational training
program will depend on how much of the present trade content is
considered measurement sensitive;

3. The impact of metrication on a speciftt occupational training
program will depend on how much of the SI metric content is con-
sidered new occupational.trade content;

4. The impact of metrication on a specific occupational training
program will depend on how much of the content related to
industry product and engineering stair41rds, and trade practice

is subject to change;

5. The imPact of metrication on a specific occupational training
program will depend on the time frame or schedule established
to guide the metric transition in that industry;

6. The impact of metrication on a specific occupational training
program will depend on the extent to which adopted metric stan-
dards practice is considered to' 'be a "hard" or "soft" metric

conversion; and,

7. The availability of SI metric sized and designed materials and
equipment based on accepte) SI metric standards and changes in
industrial practice may be a problem in implementing vocational
metric education programs.

Determining Metric Technical Content

Vocational educato'rs are well aware of the importance of using the real world of
business and industry as the reference point for determining curriculum content and estab-

lishing training program requirements. This same concern holds true in the development of

vocational metric education programs. The analysis of metrication efforts in business and

industry will provide the vocational teacher and curriculum developer with 4ecific content

suggestions based on a:

,I. Determination of the impact of metrication on each occupational

area;

2. Establishment of a time frame within which metrication plans will
be implemented;

3. Definition and development of occupational related SI metric pro-
duct and engineering standards, and changes in trade practice;

4. Identification of occupational areas requiring SI metric instruction;

5. Development of the specifications for SI metric instructional materials
required; and,
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6. Implementation of SI metric education efforts In appropriate
amounts to various leveis of business and Industry personnel.

Vocational Teacher '!etric Orientation

The success of vocational metric education efforts will be keyed to vocational
teachers who are well versed in SI metrics and current industry metric developments. Much
to their credit, there are individual teachers who have developed this technical competence
on their own. Many teachers are also participating in the ever increasing number of pre-
service courses and inservice workshops that are available to them.

The participation of teachers in these experiencea will provide them with an:

I. Orientation to what the process of metrication will really involve;

2. Understanding of the basic SI metric system and its use;

3. Awareness of St metric as it will affect them as consumers; and,

4. Perspective of current metrication efforts in industry.

These types of metrication efforts have made a great conLribution in stimulating teacher
interest in Sf metrics. But, due to the slow progress being made in the United States
metrication effort, there is not sufficient information to prepare the vocational education
teacher to take the next step and develop fully occupational related metric content needed
for their students. There are at this time only limited guideposts available to help
vocational education teachers implement a series of specific SI metric content changes in
their training programs.

National Metrication Program

Granted the problems of wrestling with the unknowns concerning metrication in the
United States are not just unique to vocational education teachers. We share the frustra-
tion of waiting for the establishment of a commitment to metrication in this country through
federal legislation.

The present state of limbo that metrication is in places severe constraints on the
teaching of SI metrics and specific trade related metric content. In this confusion,
vocational educators who must draw their teaching content from trade practice are waiting
for more progress to be made in business and industry sectors. Business and industry appear
to be holding up their metric decisions waiting for a formal national commitment to metri-
cation. The Congress is waiting for something also, but no one is %-eally sure what that is.

With the passage of federal metric legislation a defined schedule and pace for
metrication can be implemented. When it is established where and when we are going in
metrication activities, the specific business and industry related trade practice decisions
will be made.' This information will form the basis for defining vocational education SI
metric teaching content.

At the present time there are three options open concerning the establishment of a
national policy on metrication, these include:

1. Passage of metric legislation which provides planning, coordination,
and a fixed period of time for the transition to ST metrics;

2. Passage of metric legislation which provides planning, coordination,
but no fixed time period in which to complete the metric transition;

and,

3. No metric legislation approved and metrication effo....ts continue in an
unstructured manner over an indefinite time span.
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The technolov aossment project, NSP/PANN etric Conversion Study, being compieted

at the University of !Itnnesota will present a comprehensive analysis of the problems and

eondit!ens evident in these three option;i. The problems related to the timing of the

metric transition will vary for vocational educators according to the pace of industrial

metrication. The establishment of a national schedule will set the time span in which
presorvice and inservice teacher training Is to take place, appropriate instructional

.materiais developed, and initial vocational metric education programs taught .

fn attempting to establish the need for vocational metric education programs, design

3rograms, train teachers, and develop instructional materials there are important advantages

to having detailed metrication plans covering specific time periods. The absence of struc-

tured metric planning for government, and business and industrial metrication efforts places

the vocational teacher and curriculum developer at a disadvantage in designing and imple-

menting metric education programs.

fletting_Started in_Metr..ic Activities

Experletwes with the current metrication effort in the United States can be summarized
in terms of some of the primary concerns of vocational education teachers and curriculum

developers. Ceneral recommendations indicate the need for vocational educators to:

1. Develop a working knowledge of the 51 metric system;

Adopt accepted math/science education techniques for teaching'
measurement related content;

3. Determine the appropriate technical levels and amount of metric
related instruction required in their teaching area;

4. Analyze the actual industrial SI metric content that is relevant
to their vocational program obj ectives;

5. Update vocational program teaching content based on adopted
metric product and engineering standards, and revised industry
trade practice; and,

6. Determine the pace of industrial metric implementation programs
and the timing required to provide vocational metric education
programs to meet the needs of students and industry.

There are some procedures that would be helpful to vocational education teachers in

meeting their metrication objectives. Some of these suggested activities include:

1. 8stablishment of a metric practice advisory committee for their
vocational program. In this effort charge existing program com-
mittees with this responsibilit!), or create special groups to study

what needs to be done;

2. Identification of industry and trade association, and metric
information publications that will give teachers an accurate
picture of current metric developments related to their trade

area;

3. Determination of industrial metric information which is the adopted

practice of individual local.companies and that which is considered

general metric practice for the industry;

4. Creation of criteria to guide the selection of commercial
instructional materials, or the development of teacher design or
metric teaching aids and applied measurement activities; and,

5. Preparation of questirms on annual follow-up surveys of vocational
program graduates to determine the extent to which they are
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,trientlY Imolved In ttHtii I ,tetrics ,H the toh,

Development ot goal Iry met r lc educat ion progtam .111 prov lilt i suhst ant la! chat lenge

tor vocational educators over the eoming Years, As in Industry, the metric transition will
;Ow provide an opportunity to examine other practicen in the ;told that should he revised
In order to improve the efficiency and qualitv of the trainioo, programs, ;-;tich improvementn

might involve instructor training practices, upgrading course technical content, updating
job training requirements, student placement and tollow-up procedures, and the skill
training activItios provided to students, To Insure the continued !oiccos; of vocational
program graduates on the lob, vocational educators will need to meet their obligation to
provide approprlate levels of metric education now, and also prepare to develop complete
metrication programs as thev are required by joh demands,
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WHAV CAN WE LEARN nom Tu. ENn1,1, \N'

EXPERIENCES IS METRIc

Albert It ChAlopskv
American Institutes for Rest..,.,,th

P,O, liox lilt

Palo Alto, California 94302

At; you well know, the United sLiton k last in the line

the modernized metric systum--i;l. While this Is a source of conct.H

so, there is at 10.0-a one advantage to being at the tail end of a (

wise, profit greatly from the experiences of other countries, part:.
begun the process of metrication during recent years. It was with 1.

that tho Metric Studies Center was established at the American Insti,
Palo Alto, California. For tho past several years, we have maintaine:.
tion regarding metric conversion with a variety of sources in England,
South Africa, and Canadaall of which are now heavily committed to goin

tions converting to
:latty, and rightfully

can, it we are
those that havo

. t, ',male uppermost
..- Research in

:lee communica-
!a, New Zealand,

Our work has been aided greatly by the National Institute of Education wh h has

sponsored two A.I.R. studies concerned with capitalizing on the metric educz; on eTeriences
of other countries. The first study consisted of a general review and analyb:. metric

conversion In education in the five countries mentioned previously. It involve2 . intensive

literature search and a survey of some seventy overseas organizations concerned with metric
conversion in general or with metric education specifically. The second study fucused on the
inservice teacher training experiences in England and Australia and their implicatio i for

educators in the United States. The primary sources of information for this study we ^
Interviews with representatives of teachers' centers and other educational agencies in
England and with cognizant staff of selected State Departments of Education in Austral:. t.

My remarks today are based largely on the results of these two projects. In keepin,.

with the purpose of this conference and the limited time available, I would like to focus on
the experiences of English and Australian educators that are especially relevant to classra
teachers in this country, in their efforts both to cope with metrication themselves and to
introduce SI intu their teaching activities.

First, a brief note on the background of metric education in Britain and Australia. In

Britain, the decision to convert to the metric system was announced in 1965; however, it was
not until 1969 that a Metrication Board was established. A general overall target date of
1975 was set for becoming substantially a metric country--a goal now officially recognized
as unattainable. No firm schedule was set by the Board for educational conversion, however.
Rather, schools were merely exhorted to keep fully informed of developments throughout the
country and to keep pace with or exceed the industrial conversion schedules. It appears that
both the teachers and the educational system in England have kept well ahead of the general
metric progress of the country.

Australia made its decision to convert in 1970 and in that same year its metric
conversion board began operation. In general, the schedule called for the years 1973-1975
as the time of major implementation, with a target of 70 percent completion by 1976. In

education it was planned that the curricula in primary schools should become fully metric
early in 1973 and that a start in metric conversion should be made in secondary schools as
soon as possible, with the aim that secondary schools be solely metric by the start of the
1974 school year. At the post-secondary level, the schedules were not so optimistic,
particularly in the technical areas. Nevertheless, it vas assumed that the institutions
beyond the secondary level would be primarily metric by 1976. It appears that the Australian
metric conversion program in general, and education in particular, has been on schedule or
perhaps slightly ahead of schedule. The smoothness of the metric conversion program in

1For a complete discussion of the findings from both projects, see Chalupsky, A.B., Crawford,
J.J., & Carr, E.M. Going Metric: An Analysis of Experiences in Five Nations and Their
Implications for U.S. Educational Planning. Palo Alto, Calif.: American Institutes for
Research, 1974; and Chalupsky, A.B., Crawford, J.J., Carr, E.M., & McDonnel, P. Metric

Inservice Teacher Training: Learning from the English and Australian Experience. Palo Alto,

Calif.: American Institutes for Research, 1975.
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(ears dud dotthr.: ,C0tIt learning SI and wi)1 require reaticance dnd svpport. If not dealt

with promptly, these fears can seriously roduco the effectiveness of teacher training. A

necessary component of staff training must be an htitial awareness unit outlining the need

for v,oing metric: identifying the major effects on the conntry in general and on teachers

ci particular; discussing each source of anxiety and how to cope with it; ;ind above all,
demonstrating the basic simplicity of direct meanurement in the metric system.

Importance of rocit nd Ht,cmiinitv

The need for mettle awareness and the understanding of why the U.S. is going metric

extends far beyond the teachingyrofession. Community awareness, and parental awareness in

particular, will have a major hnpact on school operations. Because schools will without

doubt be in the vanguard of the metrication movement, teachers can 'expect occasional backlash

reactions from parents. Early public awareness campaigns will be helpful. Nevertheldss,

teachers can expect more frequent parent conferences. School district will need to prepare

parents and demonstrate the ease and benefits of SI. As in the early days of modern math,
many parents vitt be frustrated if they are unable to help their children with class assign-

ments. On the other hand, students themselves present potentially effective agents for,
educating parents in the metric system. Australia made an obvious attempt to enlist school

children in the campaign to.educate parents. Educators may well need to develop a combination

of approaches to assist in parent education.

one example of an ongoing metric program with special attention to community awareness
is "Project Metric" of the Wayne-Westland (Michigan) School District. Under the direction of

a community involvement agent, meetings and workshops have been held with local clubs,

organizations, and church groups. Businesses, stores, and banks are being encouraged to

participate by arranging metric exhibits, displaying posters provided by the project, and
distributing metric handouts. Culminating the first year's activities was a "Metric Week"

at a major shopping center consisting of exhibits, contests, bake-off, and even a metric

fashion show. "Metric Weeks," by the way, have occurred in several areas of the U.S. and

we will no doubt see more of them In the months to come. They are an intriguing vehicle for

gaining community awareness and for strengthening the linkage between education and business

in the conversion process.

Emphasis on Effective Communication

As our metrication program moves along, teachers will need to be kept informed of news

at the Federal, state, and local levels. Lack of information can be very disruptive to

teachers, expecially in the early stages when the rumors thrive. Judging from overseas

experience in metric education, as well as experiences gained in similar situations in the

U.S., it will be a mistake to assume that the metric memoranda and other publications
distributed to state departments of education, school districts, or even to individual

schools, will automatically and expeditiously be delivered to the teachers most concerned.

Some method of communicating directly with teachers on a regular basis merits early

consideration.
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One way to communicate to teachers as well as to parents is by a periodic newsletter.
Such a vehicle can serve both to inl'orm and to educate at relatively little cost. Attractive
newsletters are an important part of the WayneWestland project I mentioned previously, as
well as the metric projects being conducted by the school district in WinstonSalem, North
Carolina and in Bismarck, North Dako:a. Based on our own experience, it is clear that
teachers find such no!.:.;letters valuable. Since last summer our 7etric ?tudies Center has
been publishing a bimonthly metric newsletter for educators, the MetriGram. The enthusiastic
reception on tLe part of teachers and administrators is an obvious expression of this need to
be kept informed.

Another area which could easily be overlooked in metric ,,:ducation is the need for wide
dissemination materials. Tlu: Cull benefits of cxpensive
developmental efforts can b frustrated by false economy in the dissemination area. All

teachers concerned need to be provided ample copies of appropriate metric materials, for their
own education as well as for use in the classrooal. In order to o this, however, we will
need to conduct adequate evaluations of programs and materials. I will mention more about
evaluation later.

General Teaching Strategies

At the risk of overlapping some of the previous speakers, I would like to touch briefly
on three general strategies which merit consideration for teacher training: short activity
sessions, teacher development cf metric materials, and teacher training using student
exercises.

Short Activity Sessions. Strong support was voiced by our overseas interviewees for
scheduling a series of relatively brief training sessiods wIlich would allow teachers to
practice their newly acquired rgetric skills, trying them out with students, and then returning
for additional .:.raining. FollOwup sessions should emphasize evaluation, discussion, and
refinement of techniques. Of particular importance is active learning encompassing direct
estimates of the length, mass, volume, etc., of common objects. A good deal of practice
should be provided for making these estimates and then checking them by actual measurement
in order for the teacher to gradually "think metric." Teachers should be encouraged to
measure themselves, their rooms, and familiar objects. Smallgroup discussions of problems
will be much more effective than largegroup lectures.

Teacher Development of Metric Materials. One of the problems confronted by overseas
educators which is also occurring in this country is the early flood of metric materials
including many items of poor quality from.the standpoint of technical accuracy, construction,
or learning effectiveness. Unfortunately, technical assistance in identifying igh quality
materials may not be readily available to all teachers in the early stages of metrication.

Overseas training programs have taken advantage of this problem and have stressed
teacher development of materials as an important training strategy. During the course of
inservice training, the learning of SI can be deeply ingrained by designing and constructing
simple teaching aids to SI specificatIons, with considerable savings in expendituiès for
truly relevant, instructionally useful materials. The same strategy can be used, of course,

in teaching children to think,.metric and the results of these efforts can then be taken home
to help the parents learn SE. We have included several examples of.construction plans for
metric materials in the report on metric inservice teacher training which we recently
published.

Teacher Training Using Student Exercises. The construction of metric materials isn't
4he only exercise that can be of use to both teacher and student education. Since teachers
often teach the way they themselves are taught, there is a widespread feeling that teachers,
especially those at the primary level, should gain experience with metric units through the
same learning activities used by children.

Problems to Avoid

Conversion to SI without doubt will raise a number of problems--not unsurmountable ones,
but problems nevertheless. Hopefully, by anticipating their occurrence we can take steps
to eliminate them or at least minimize their adverse effects. Three general problems come to
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mind as particularly deserving of teacher attention in planning for metric education:
rechnical inaccuracies, exact conversion, and unnecessary precision.

Technical Inaccoracies. As mentioned previously metric instructional materials praduced
under pressure to meet the rapidly expanding demand are likely to contain a variety of errors.
This has been the experience overseas and a similar situation is already occurring in this

country. Such a statement is not 'ended as a wholesale condemnation of commercially

developed metric materials. On th, .:trary, there arc many examples of high quality

commercial materials. What I am suggesting is for school systems and teachers to take special

care in the screening of materials purchased. Ideally, largescale evaluations, broadly
communicated to schools, could provide a useful guide to educators and a positive influence

on materials production. Hopefully, school systems accross the country can work together on

such an effort.

I am convinced that school districts and teachers are realy for largescale joint
efforts in the evaluation area. Since last year we have been making available to schools in
the area surrounding our Palo Alto facility a collection of metric instructional materials,

supptied through the courtesy of a number of producers. In return we ask teachers to apply

our preliminary evaluation forms in assessing the materials. We-are using the results of

these appraisals as a basis for improving our evaluation procedures. In addition, they will

serve as a reservoir of information on the strengths and weaknesses of various metric aids.

We have also been in touch with a sizeable number of teachers across the country who have

indicated their interest in working together to share their experiences in using metric
instructional materials as well as in collaborating on other communication efforts.

The proneness for error in metric materials should be a signal for teachers themselves

to take special precautions in their own teaching and materials development. No matter how

expert we may feel in the metric system, most of us as yet have not fully internalized SI.

We have yet to develop the degree of "fuel" that we have gained for customary units after

living with them all these years. Educators would be well advised to keep handy an
authoritative metric practice guide such as the U.S. Department of Commerce publication
NRS 330.

Exact Conversion. The teaching of exact conversions between customary units and SI

should be minimized, or better yet, avoided altogether. Familiarity with appro%imare
equivalents will normally ,uffice, but where absolutely essential, the use of conversion
tables or devices should fill most needs. Our overseas contacts repeatedly stressed that
conversion exercises confuse the student, create a false complexity with respect to SI, and

on the whole tend to maintain the customary system as the primary system.

Unnecessary PrecisioR. The striving for unnecessary precision is also an error to

which we can easily fall prey. How ofteo have students been appalled by the fact that ne
pcund equals 453.592 grams or that one mile equals 1.609 kilometers? The ability of eecimals

to indicate apparently greater precision simply by adding another figure is an attractive

trap even for those who should know better.

New Challenges for Teachers

During the course of metric conversion in the countries studied, the teachers have been

presented with the opportunity to expand their role in the community and assume greater

responsibilities for adult education. Metric conversion in the U.S. will no doubt offer

similar challenges. Schools will very likely be called upon to provide additional courses

for adults. Here, teachers of all specialties can contribute, not just math and science

experts. The talents of home economic.s and industrial education instructors will be of

special help in community education. Teachers skilled in SI will be needed to serve as

trainers and consaltan'ts, particularly for small businesses. On a more subtle level,

parentteacher association meetings and other school functions can be instrumental in setting

the neighborhood tone toward SI. Even more;important but likely to be overlooked is the role

that students can and will play.in educating their parents. The attitudes and practices of

teachers, as reflected through their students, will do much to convince parents to support or

resist metric conversion.
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CGNFERENCE PROGRAM

SUCCESSFUL EXPERIENCES IN TEACHING METRIC

Red Auditorium - National Bureau of Standards
May 20-21, 1975

Tuesday, May 20, 1975

OPENING SESSION - Moderater: ,Jeffrey V. Odom, Chief
Metric Information Office
National Bureau of Standards

Welcoming Comments:

Dr. Maicolm E. O'Hagan, Executive Director
American National Metric Council

Dr. Richard W. Cortright
Instruction and Professional Development
National Education Association

Keynote:

"The International_ System of Units"
Dr. Richard W. Roberts, Director
National Bureau of Standards

SESSION I - Moderator: Dr. Arthur Livermore, AcLing Dir.ector
American Asso. for the Advancement of Science

"Importance of Metric Education"
Dr. Floyd A. Davis, Project Manager
Metric Education Program
U.S. Office of Education

"Principles and Practices of Teaching the Metric System
in Public ScLools"

Dr. George Bright, Assistant Professor
Mathematics Department
Emory UniversIty

SESSION II Moderator: Dr. Richard W..Cortright
Instruction and Professional DevelopTent
National Education Association

General (Elementary) Education
Mrs. Lou Smith and Ms. Lori Clements
Cresthaven Elementary School
Montgomery County, Maryland

Library
Ms. Purnell Lawrence, Librarian
Bunker Hill Elementary School
Washington, D.C.

Audio/Visuals
Mr. Niles F. Calhoun, Mathematics Coordinator
Mississippi Authority for Educational TelevisiOn
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SESSION III - Moderator: Dr. James Gates, Executive Secretary
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics

Mathematics
Dr. Stuart Choate
Open Schools
Pontiac, Michigan

Science
Ms. Barbara Logan, Field Agent
University of Delaware

Games in Teaching Metric
Dr. Cecil R. Trueblood
Associate Professor of Mathematics Education
Pennsylvania State University

SESSiON IV - Moderator: Ms. Mary Marks, Chief
Curriculum Development Branch
Bureau of Adult, Vocational and Technical Education
U.S. Office of Education

inservice, Preservice Teacher Training
Dr. John Lindbeck, Director
Center for Metric Education and Studies.
Western Michigan University

Dr. Philip Larson, Associate Professor
Natural Science Division
Western Michigan University

7,-,-.hing etric to the Blind
Nadash, M.E., Consultant

. ;Tesident, U.S. Metric Association

Sports and Physical Education
Mr. Fred Burgee
Frederick High School, Frederick, Maryland

University Experience
Dr. John M. Flowers, Director
Project for Metric Research
University of Southern Mississippi

Wednesday, May 21, 1975

SESSEON V Moderator: r. Louis Sokol, President
U.S. Metric Association, Inc.

State Education Agencies
Mrs. :.udrey V. Buffington
Specialist in Mathematics
Maryland State Department of Education

Local Educational Agencies
Dr. Thomas Rowan, Mathematics Supervisor
Montgomery County Public Schools, Maryland

SPECIAL PRESENTATION
Senator Claiborne Pell, Rhode Island
"Metric Conversion and the Congress"
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SESSION VI - Moderator: Mrs. Catherine Leisher, Executive Secretary
Home Economics Education Association

Home Economics
Dr. Clinita A. Ford, Director
Div. of Consumer Science and Home Economics
Florida AO University

Industrial Arts
Dr. Eugene M. Schenbacher, Associate Professor
Industrial Education
Murray State University

Vocational
Dr. Richard A..Dieffenderfer, Research Specialist
Center for Vocational EducatiOn
Ohio State University

SESSU)N VII - Moderator: Mr. Roy E. Clark
Metric Information Office
National Bureau of Standards

Learning from the Experiences of Other Countries:
Canada: Mr. Jack Bell, Ministry of Education

'Toronto, Canada

"What Can We Learn from the English and Australian Experience
in Metric EdUcation"

Dr. Albert B. Chalupsky, Director, Metric Studies Center
American Institutes for Research

Concurrent Activities:
I. :four of Measurement-related Standards Laboratories

II. Workshop on Proper Metric Practice for Education:
Mr. Louis E. Barbrow
Metric Information Office
National Bureau of Standards
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Maryland. She has had fourteen years of teaching experience in the public ,schools in
Carroll County, Maryland. She spent five years as Supervisor in Mathematics in Carroll.
County prior to her appointment at the state level. Mrs. Buffington is a member of
several educational associations and has conducted metric workshops in 15 states.
also is the author of a six book worktext series on metric.

NILES F. (BUDDY) CALHOUN is Mathematics Coordinator for the Mississippi Authority fc
Educational Television. He obtained his B.S. in Mathematicsand M.Ed. in Mathematics

.Education from Mississippi Gdllege. Mr. Calhoun is the developer of "The Metric System"
instructional television series; co-chairman of the Mississippi Committee of the Five-
State Consortium for Metric Education. He has spoken on metric at many national education
association meetings, including National Council of Teachers of Mathematics and the
National Association of Educational Broadcasters.

DR. ALBERT B. CHALUPSKY is Director, Metric Studies Center, of the American Instizutes fnr
Research in Palo Alto, California. He received his B.A. from University of Minnesota, an
M.S. from Purdue University, and his Ph.D. from Purdue University. Dr. Chalupsky has been

director of two AIR projects funded by the National Institute of Education: "Going Metric:

An Analysts of Experiences in Five Nations and Their Implications for U.S. Educational
Planning" and "Metric Inservice Teacher Training: Learning from t%e English and Australian

Experiences."

DR. STUART A. CHOATE is Project Coordinator, Field Testing for the Mathematical Problem
Solving Project of the Oakland Schools in Pontiac, Michigan.. He received his B.S. degree
from the Eastern Michigan University, Masters degree from the University of Michigan and
University of Detroit, and his Ph.D. from the University of Michigan. He is a member of
the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics and serves as a NCTM National Director.

LORI S. CLEMENT is a classroom teacher at the Gresthaven School in Silver Spring, Maryland.
She received her B.S. in Elementary Education from the University of Maryland. She served

as project director for pilot project to teach the metric system as the primary system of

measurement at her school.

DR. RICHARD A. DIEFFENDERFER is Research Specialist at the Center for Vocational Education
at Ohio State University. Re has written articles on metrication in vocational education
and conducted research on problems in planning for metrication in vocational education.
He was formerly on the staff of the U.S. Office of Education funded metric education pro-
ject conducted at the Center for Vocational Education at Ohio State University.
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DR. CLINITA A. FORD is Chairman, Division of Consumer Science and Technology, at the Florida
A & M University. She received her B.S. degree in Vocational Home Economics Education from
Lincoln University (Missouri), her M.S. in Foods and Nutrition from Columbia University and
her Ph.D. in Nutrition and Biochemistry from Kansas State University. She is listed in
Who's Who in American Education, Who's Who of American Women, and Outstanding Educators of
America. She conducted metric workshops at Florida A & M in 1974 and 1975.

DR. PHILLIP T. LARSEN is Chairman of Math-Science-Education for the Metric Advisory Group
of the Center for Metric Education and Studies at Western Michigan University. He received
hi's B.A. degree in Chemistry from Rutgers University, his M. Ed. in Chemistry and Physics
from Penn State University, and.his..D..Ed. in Science Education from Penn State University.
Dr. Larsen has served as,Western Michigan University Metric Education Coordinator for the
Michigan State DepartmenCof Education model, Project Metric, Wayne-Westland Community
Schools. He is a member Lf the Metric Education Referent Group Michigan State Department
of Education.

PURNELL W. LAWRENCE is Librarian in the Washington, D.C., public school system. She

received her education from Cheyney State Teachers College, Howard University, and the
University of Maryland. She was a member of the Joint CoMmittee of the American Association
of School. Librarians and National Council of Teachers of Mathematics to develop a metric
bibliography for school librarians.

DR. JOHN R. LINDBECK is Director, Center for Metric Education and Studies, at the Western
Michigan University. He received his B.S., M.A., and Ph. D. degrees in Industrial
Education from the University of Minnesota. Dr. Lindbeck is a member of the American
National Me7ric Council Board of Directors and also of.its Metric Practice Committee. He

was form e! hairman of the ANMC Coordination Committee on Education and Industrial
Training. ,,.: is the author of a metric book and several articles and has been a speaker
at numerous metric seminars.

BARBARA LOGAN is the Science Education Field Agent for the University of Delaware. She

received her M.Ed. from the University of Maryland And is presently enrolled in a doctoral
program at that school. Ms. Logan is a member of State of Delaware Metrication Board and a
member of the writing team for "Introduction to Metric Measurement," a Delaware Department
of Public Instruction publication.

ANDRE NADASH is a Vice President of the U.S. Metric Association and Director of its Mid-
Atlantic region. He was educated in Europe as a Mechanical Engineer. Mr. Nadash is a
member of the Measurement Technique & Automatic Scientific Association, a subsidiary of the
Hungarian Scientific Academy. He is a member of Prince George's County Public Schools
Metric Task Force and is active as metric consultant and lecturer.

CLAIBORNE PELL is a U.S. Senator representing the State Of Rhode Island. He received his
A.B. degree from Princeton University and his A.M. degree from Columbia University. He has

served in the U.S. Senate since 1960. He was a sponsor of the Miller-Pell Metric Study Act
of 1968. He has sponsored metric conversion legislation in every Congress since the con-
clusion of the U.S. Metric Study, including S. 2483 that was passed by the U.S. Senate in
1972. He was sponsor of the metric provision in Public Law 93-380, the Education Act of
1974.

DR. RICHARD W. ROBERTS became the 7th Director of the National Bureau of Standards in
February 1973. At NBS, Dr. Roberts directed one of the largest, most versatila physical
science laboratories in existence. The staff totals nearly 3500, over half of whom are
professional scientists. Dr. Roberts received his bachelor's degree with distinction (1956)
from the University of Rochester and his doctorate in physical chemistry (1959) from Brown
University. His professional career began at the NBS where he served as a National Academy
of Sciences Postdoctoral Fellow (1959-1960). During his tenure at the General Electric
Company's Research and Development Center in Schenectady, New York (1960-1973), Dr. Roberts
moved from laboratory research to several successive management positions, culminating in
his appointment in 1968 as manager of Materials Science and Engineering.
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(Maryland) schools. He received his B.S. degree from Frostburg (Maryland) State College,

his M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from the University of Maryland. Dr. Rowan was a teacher of

mathematics and science for seven years, served as Mathematics Supervisor, Maryland State

Department of Education for eight years, and has held his present position since 1972. He

was organizer and Executive Secretary, Citizen's Advisory Committee on the Metric System,

for the Montgomery County schools.

DR. EUGENE M. SCHANBACHER is Professor of Industry and Technology at Murray State Universit

in Murray, Kentucky. He received his B.S. degree from Northwestern Oklahoma University, hi

M.A. from Northern Colorado University, and his Ed.D, from the University of Missouri.

Dr. Schanbacher has directed metric workshops and taught metric classes at Murray State

University. He has been a consultant on many metric workshops and programs and is a fre

quent speaker at metric conferences and civic clubs.

DR. CECIL R. TRUEBLOOD is Associate Professor of Mathematics Education at the Pennsylvania

State University. He received his B.S. degree from Shippensburg (Pennsylvania) State

College, his M.Ed degree in School Administration, and D.Ed. in Elementary Education from

Penn State University. Dr. Trueblood has published workbooks and journal art-ftles in the

metric activity area.
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JOURNAL OF RESEARCH reports National Bureau
of Standards research and development in physics,
mathematics, and chemistry. It is published in two sec-
tions, available separately:

Physics and Chemistry (Section A)
Papers of interest primar:ly to scientists working in
these fiehls. This section co,ers a broad range of physi-
cal and chemical research, with major emphasis on
standards of physical measurement, fundamental con-
stants, and properties of matter. Issued six times a
year. Annual subscription: Domestic, 817.00; Foreign,
$21.25.

Mathematical Sciences (Section II)
Studies and compilations designed mainly for the math.
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maticai statistics, theory of experiment design, numeri-
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flesign and programming of computers and computer
:+y:-teins. Short numerical tables. Issued quarterly. An-
7111:4i aWrIptIOn7 DIA/W:411C, $9.0; Foreign, $11.25.

DIMENSIONS/N BS formerly Technical News Bal.
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sdentists, engineers, businessmen, industry, teachers,
ctudents, and consumers of the latest advances in
!,-i,r)re and technology, with primary emphasis on the
work at NBS. The magazine highlights and reviews such
issues as energy research, fire protection, building tech-
nology. metric conversion, pollution abatement, health
and safety. and consumer product performance. In addi-
t!.,n. :t reports the results of Bureau programs in
!, .,surement standards and teehmoues, properties of
matter and inateriids, engineering standards and serv-
ices, Instrumentation, and automatic data processing.

Annual subscription: Domestic, $9.45: Foreign, $11.85.

NONPERIODICALS

Monographs---Major contributions to the technical liter-
attire on various subjects related to the Bureau's scien-
tific and technical activities.

HandbooksRecommended codes of engineering and
industrial practice (including safety codes) developed
in cooperation with interested industries, Professional
organizations, and regulatory bodies.

Special PublicationsInclude proceedings of confer-
ences sponsored by NI3S, NBS annual reports, and other
special publications appropriate to this grouping such
as wall charts, pocket cards, and bibliographies.
Applied Mathematics SeriesMathematical tahles,
manuals, and studies of special interest to physicists,
engineers, chemists, biologists, mathematicians, com-
puter programmers, and others engaged in scientific
and technical, work.

National Standard Reference Data SeriesProvides
quantitative data on the physical and chemicel proper-
ties of materials, compiled .f..om the world's literature
and critically evaluated. Developed under a world-wide

BIBLIOGRAPHIC SUB
'rhe following current-awareness and literature-survey
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A literature survey issued biweekly. Annual sub-
scription: Domestic, $20.00; foreign, $25.00.

Liquefied Natural Gas. A literature survey issued quer-
terly. Annual subscription: $20.00.

Superconducting Devices and Materials. A literature
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NOTE: At present the principal publication outlet for
these data is the Journal of Physical and Chemical
Reference Data (JPCRD) published quarterly for NBS
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ican Institute of Physics (AIP). Subscriptions, reprints,
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St. N. W., Wash. D. C. 20056.

Building Science SeriesDisseminates technical infor-
mation developed at the Bureau on building materials,
components, systems, and whole structures. The series
presents research results, test methods, and perform-
ance criteria related to the structural and environmen-
tal functions and the durability and safety character-
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Technical NotesStudies or reports which are complete
tn themselves but restrictive in their treatment of a
rwhject. Analogous to monographs but not so compre-
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information in the Federal Government regarding stand-
ards issued by NBS pursuant to the Federal Property
and AdministratiVe Services Act of 1949 as amended,.
Public Law 89-300 (79 Stat. 1127), and as implemented
hy Executive Order 11717 (38 FR 12315, dated May 11,
1973) and Part 6 of Title 15 CFR (Code of Federal
Regulations),..,

Consumer Information SeriesPractical information,
based on NBS research and experience, covering areas
of interest to the consumer. Easily understandable
language and illustrations provide useful background
knowledge for shopping in today's technological
marketplace.
NHS Interagency Reports (NBSIR)A special series of
interim or final reports on work performed by NBS for
outside sponsors (both government and non-govern-
ment). In general, initial distribution is handled by the
sponsor; public distribution is by the National Technical
Information Service (Springfield, Va. 22161) in paper
copy or microfiche form.

Order NBS publications (except NBSIR's and Biblio-
graphic Subscription Services) from: Superintendent of
Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington,
D.C. 20402.
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Electromagnetic Metrology Current Awareness Service
Issued monthly. Annual subscription: $24.00. Send
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